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IISSSSUUEE  ##  99  
MMAAYY//JJUUNNEE  22000022  

Featuring an Interview with Diana Gill,  
Editor with Morrow/Avon at Harpercollins  

Welcome to issue # 9!  We have a number of great articles in this 
issue, many of them dealing with the theme of editing and revising. 
This is a subject that many writers, old and new, find daunting, and 
we hope that you find something helpful in the material provided 
here.  You will also find some exceptional articles in the genre 
section.  

For the second year in a row, Forward Motion has been honored by 
Writer's Digest as one of the top 101 Web Sites for Writers. Thank 
you to everyone who has visited the site and enjoyed what we offer 
there. 

 

  

If you have any comments, drop us a line at vision@lazette.net.  We 
would like to know what you think of Vision, and what types of 
material you might find interesting in future issues.   

http://www.hollylisle.com/
mailto:vision@lazette.net
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Vision is also available Adobe Acrobat™ and Palm Systems™ 
downloadable versions.  We also have a new archive section for the 
on-line back issues.  (Please note that Adobe Acrobat™ and Palm 
Systems™ versions will be available one week after the html version 
is posted.  This allows us to catch as many typos and mistakes as 
possible before turning to formats that are not as easy to correct.)  

 
Interview: Diana Gill 

Diana Gill is an Editor with Morrow/Avon at Harpercollins Publishers. 
She primarily edits science fiction and fantasy titles for Eos, along 
with commercial fiction, nonfiction, and random other titles of interest. 

 
Theme Articles 

Autumn Leaves By Jennifer Shafer 

When I completed the first draft of my first novel, my initial reaction 
was, "I'm done!"    

Which was immediately followed by, "I'm not done!"    

True Writing is Rewriting By Beth Shope 

Writing is rewriting. Raise your hand if you've heard that before. But 
flip it around--rewriting is writing--and we have an aphorism closer to 
the true writing process.   

Reading is Fundamental By Valerie Serdy 

Holly Lisle recently ran a survey on her site asking folks to pick the 
most important non-writing skill a writer could have.  The list included 
such obvious choices as editing and critiquing, but the listing for 
reading baffled me.  How is reading a skill writers need, I wondered?  

Confessions of a Blunt Critiquer By Andi Ward 

I am a blunt critiquer. I have even been called a harsh critiquer. In 
general, I am not called nasty, cruel, or destructive, although blunt or 

http://hollylisle.com/community/downloads.html
http://www.sscdc.net/hlvision/
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harsh critiques are held to be nasty, cruel, or destructive because it 
hurts the author's feelings to have her work flayed so openly.   

Giving and Receiving Critiques By David Stone 

One of the biggest problems I have with critiquing a piece of fiction is 
my tendency to relax and enjoy the story. When I read, I switch off 
my analytical mind and let the story Entertain.  

Revision and Submission By Heidi Elizabeth Smith 

After spending an enormous amount of time slaving away at the 
computer, risking ergonomic injury in order to get the work in 
progress (WIP) finished (at last), the first thing most writers want to 
do is print out their spoiled eighteen-year-old with an attitude the size 
of Texas and ship it off to the nearest editor.  

You Mean Somebody Likes It? By Krista Heiser 

Rejection never suited me.  Not even a little.  The most professional, 
non-aggressive, literary rejections left seeping wounds of self-doubt.   

 

Advanced Writing 

The Good, the Bad, and the Icky -- Proposals That Sell/Don't 
Sell Your Novel By S. L. Viehl 

Any writer will tell you finishing a novel isn't easy.  For every 
completed novel ever written, there are ten thousand partial 
manuscripts sitting in desk drawers, filing cabinets, or closets, 
gathering dust.  Completing that last page is a real achievement, but 
it's also the first part of a new journey.    

Revisions Part 1: Color My Revisions By Carol Stephenson 

When I received a four-page revision letter from a Silhouette editor 
on NORA'S PRIDE, the first thing I did was take a deep breath and 
contact the editor directly about an item I didn't understand.    
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It's a Small World: A Discussion on Agents and SF&F 
Publishers By Wen Spencer 

When I set out to sell my first novel, Alien Taste, I blindly followed a 
road someone laid out for me. Chose an agent, I had been warned, 
close to New York City.  Be polite to everyone, I had been told. 

Springtime For Writers By Jeri-Tallee Dawson 

Writers are, by nature, people who tend to spend most of their time 
indoors, since most of us use our desktop computers to do our 
writing. Even handhelds and notebooks only go so far.  

 
Genre Articles 

Fantasy:  
Wither Wander You? By Lazette Gifford 

William Shakespeare was far from the first writer to bring fairies and 
other magical beings into the contemporary world of his time. 

Horror:  
Introduction to Horror Part 3: Setting in Horror  by Teresa 
Hopper 

One element that is easy to overlook when writing a novel is setting.  
You’re busy trying to make your characters real and your plot 
interesting and complex, and what difference does the setting make 
anyway? 

Mystery & Suspense: 

Mysteries: Rules of the Genre By Kay House 

Dorothy L. Sayers and the Detection Club wrote the rules that now 
define mystery and detective fiction.  Other authors, among them S. 
S. Van Dine, proposed their own sets of rules, but the Detection Club 
rules were unusually good.   
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Poetry:  
Anglo-Saxon Alliterative Epics? Ouch! By Sally Catlin 

If you grew up speaking English, you probably remember suffering 
through Beowulf in school. Being a writer, you may have even 
enjoyed it, or vaguely recall something about kennings or caesuras.    

Romance:  
Characters Romance Readers Love #1: We Need A Hero! By 
Gena Hale 

Everyone wants to know the secret to writing a great romance.  Well, 
here's one of them – romance readers love heroes.   

Science Fiction: 

The Edge of Thought By Bob Billing 

 Do you really need all that worldbuilding? I have an opinion, based 
on nearly forty years spent reading science fiction: to write good SF 
or fantasy you must build your imagined world in eye-straining detail. 
Then you must ignore it completely and get on with telling the story.    

YA & Children:  

Writing Tight Justin Stanchfield 

"Send us a piece that is written with a crisp, punchy style, use short, 
straight-forward sentences that adhere to the highest standards of 
journalism."  

Young Writers' Scene:  

Using School to Enhance Your Writing Career By Julia Pass 

You're trying to write, but there's an annoying little voice that just 
won't leave you alone. It could be your conscience, telling you that 
you should do your homework. Or maybe you're trying to write in 
class and that annoying little voice is your teacher.  
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Forward Motion Articles 

Meet the Moderators:  

Carol Stephenson, Romance Moderator 

A workers' compensation insurance defense attorney by day, new 
Romance Moderator Carol Stephenson burns the midnight oil as she 
writes romance novels. Surviving the daily legal gridiron doesn't 
compare, though, to Carol's accomplishment of selling her first book 
to Harlequin Enterprises in May 2001.    

Forward Motion: 

 So Much More Than Free Classes By Bethany Davis 

I came to Forward Motion for the free writing classes. In the August 
24, 2001 edition of Writing World, Moira Allen included a blurb about 
the free writing classes at www.hollylisle.com.  In that blurb, Moira 
listed some of the scheduled classes, including "Writing for Children 
and Young Adults," "Plotting," and "Writing Love Scenes in All 
Genres." I thought it sounded too good to be true.  

  

Also: workshop, reviews, news from the  
Forward Motion Community,  

guidelines, and more! 

 

http://www.hollylisle.com/
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From Holly 

Changes 
By Holly Lisle   

© 2002, By Holly Lisle 

 

Hi, folks! 

So no one (or no one who has done it, anyway) has ever said writing 

was a stable way to make a living. Or a sane one. Due to publishing 

forces beyond my control, including the fact that Warner's parent 

company, AOL Time-Warner just posted a fifty billion dollar loss, I'm 

hunting for a new publisher. I'm currently pitching a proposal in my 

existing genre and branching out. Because of this, I'm off the site for 

a couple of months, except for five-minute drop-bys as I'm able. I'm 

simultaneously researching and writing way outside my usual turf, 

and it's tough. Drop by my weblog -- 

http://www.hollylisle.com/weblog/blogger.html  -- and see how the 

insanity is going.  

What this last couple of weeks has demonstrated to me is that, in 

writing as in the rest of life, no battle plan survives that first 

engagement with the enemy. You think you know what you're going 

to be doing as a writer. You've mapped out your direction, planned 

your books, figured out what you want -- and then the rules change.  

http://www.hollylisle.com/weblog/blogger.html
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I had to assess who I was as a writer. Was I a fantasy writer? Or was 

I a writer, without the genre label? I decided that the joy for me was 

simply in telling stories to an audience, and I was more than willing to 

add a new audience, if possible -- even if I had to use a pseudonym 

to do it. You might decide differently -- that if you can't write in your 

favorite genre, or with your real name, you don't want to write at all. 

It's a tough choice. But flexibility -- a willingness to bounce when you 

hit obstacles -- can make a long- term career much more likely.  

Now on to this issue. Every once in a while, no matter where we are 

in our writing, we need to take time to look at the foundations of the 

craft -- not telling stories or making art, but simply putting the words 

on paper in a professional, coherent manner. We need to look at our 

tools, and make sure they work, that they're in good repair, and that 

we know how to use them.  

This is a "tools" issue -- we're looking at everything from grammar to 

manuscript revision. I hope you find it useful -- and I hope it offers you 

a few new ways to challenge yourself and enjoy your writing more.  

Keep writing, keep believing.  

Holly Lisle  
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Editor's Note 

How did I ever get here? 
By Lazette Gifford  

© 2002, By Lazette Gifford  

 

I love rewriting just as much as I love writing original material. There 

is something truly wonderful when I go through my material and bring 

it closer to the vision of the original.  Oh sure, there are moments of 

pure frustration -- but then I have those when I write as well.  But 

editing has its own magic and moments of sheer joy when the right 

word, phrase, and scene fall into place.  

I never expected to be an editor for a publication.  I'm sure there are 

people who look at the idea of me editing anything, including my own 

work, and cringe.  My first publisher would probably be one of them.  

I'm surprised Holly had faith in me, given that she's seen some of my 

material.  

But here I am.  However, what's even odder than finding myself the 

editor of an ezine, is finding that I love the work.  Sure there are 

moments of frustration.  I often wonder why we bother with publishing 

guidelines, and if I get one more piece without the author's name on 

the article, I'm going to start making them up.  
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But here I am, nonetheless.  This is our 9th issue. We've done very 

well in our first year and a half.  I was lucky to find myself in the right 

place at the right time, and have the opportunity to do this work.  

And that should be a sign to all of you of two things:  

First, learn every aspect of writing that you can, because you never 

know when an opportunity might strike, and you suddenly find 

yourself doing something different -- and find you like it.  

And second -- don't purposely annoy anyone.  You never know which 

one might become an editor. 
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Holly Lisle's Workshop  

ONE-PASS MANUSCRIPT REVISION:  
From First Draft to Last in One Cycle 

By Holly Lisle  

© 2002, By Holly Lisle  

 

The first draft of your novel is finished.  Now, according to the 

recommendations of any number of writing books, pundits, and 

writers who go through this themselves, you’re in for five or ten or 

more rounds of revision, in which you’ll polish your work until it is a 

gleaming, perfect pearl ... and in which process you’ll dither for 

months or years.  

You can do that if you want.  But you don’t have to.  It isn’t the way I 

work.  I find a lot of truth in the adage, “If you don’t have time to do it 

right the first time, how are you ever going to find time to fix it later?”   

Which is not to say that my first drafts are perfect – far from it.  My 

first drafts suffer from the same little shop of horrors as everyone 

else’s: poor plotting, crappy characterization, logic leaps, redundancy, 

aimless wandering, bad writing, worse writing, and utterly execrable 

writing.  

But my first revision is my last revision.  If you’d like to cut years off 

the process of revising, I’ll be happy to show you how.    
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The Supply List  

For the process of One-Pass Revision, you’ll need the following 

supplies –  

•         A printed copy of your manuscript (Do NOT attempt to 

do this while working from your word processor and screen.  

It simply won’t work.)  

•         A cheap spiral-bound 8½” by 11” notebook  

•         A couple of smooth-writing pens.  Don’t waste time with 

pencils – erasers are not your friend when you’re doing this  

•         A table where you have room to stack your manuscript 

into three piles and have the spiral-bound notebook open at 

the same time  

•         Good lighting  

•         Nerves Of Steel™ (available from Walgreen’s, Target, 

and other national chains)  (Yes, that’s a joke)  

The Process  

This first part can be as grueling as the whole rest of the revision if 

you haven’t already thought about it, but it’s essential.  (I do it before I 

start writing the book, so all I have to do is copy it over from previous 

notes – for your next novel, you might want to consider this approach 

if you haven’t already.)  
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THE PROCESS, PART ONE -- DISCOVERY  

Start with the spiral-bound notebook.   

•         Write down your theme in fifteen words or less.  
Some of my regular themes are Love Conquers Evil, God Is 

A Good Guy with Bad PR, Self-Sacrifice Is the Highest Form 

of Love, and The Individual Can Change the World.  (If 

you’re still not sure what a theme is, here’s an article to help 

sort things out: Finding Your Theme 
 –  http://www.hollylisle.com/FM/Articles/feature9.html)  

•         If you have sub-themes and know what they are, 
write them down too.  I usually have one theme and from 

three to six sub-themes, depending on the length and 

complexity of the project.  You may have more or less.  

•         Write down what the book is about in twenty-five 
words or less.  This is not as impossible as it sounds – the 

micro-summary for the 375,000 word Secret Text Trilogy 

was “Werewolf Romeo and Juliet versus Renaissance 

Godfather in the jungle, with magic.”  Twelve words.  

•         Write down a one-line story arc for the book’s main 
character.  The story arc for Kait Galweigh in the Secret 

Text Trilogy is “Kait battles her own nature, magic, her 

family’s enemies, and resurrected wizards from her world’s 

past, finds unlikely love, and at terrible cost, saves her world.  

http://hollylisle.com/FM/Articles/feature9.html
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•         Write down the main characters, and a paragraph 
of no more than about 250 words describing the story, 
sort of like the blurb on the back of a paperback.   

This is not the easiest process to go through, but if you’re going to 

nail the revision in one shot, you have to have each of these bits of 

information clearly in mind going in.  If you don’t know where 
you’re going and what you hope to accomplish by the time 
you’re done, how will you know what you need to fix?  Nothing 

will guarantee that you’ll wander aimlessly in revision hell faster than 

this.  

And let’s debunk one bit of writer myth while we’re here:  Doing a 

seventeenth revision on a project does not make a writer an artist or 

move him above the writer hoi polloi any more than dressing entirely 

in black or wearing tweed jackets with leather elbow patches or big, 

black drover coats.  These are all affectations, and smack of 

dilettantism.  Real writers, and real artists, finish books and move on 

to the next project.     

THE PROCESS – PART TWO: THE MANUSCRIPT SLOG  

Okay, the stuff above was tough if you hadn’t thought about it before.  

But this next bit is rugged no matter how much thought you’ve given 

it.  We’re going to pull out your manuscript and make it bleed.  

So where do you start?  You start with a mandatory scene check.  Is 

your manuscript written in scenes?   
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A scene is a cohesive block without which the novel will not stand, 

encompassing everything that a novel has to have, but in miniature.  

A scene has a start and a finish, characters and dialogue, engages at 

least one and sometimes all five senses, and offers conflict and 

change.  It takes place in one time and in one place.  If the time or the 

place changes, you’re in a new scene.  A scene is usually written 

from only one point of view.  

(If you’re still not sure what a scene is or if your novel is divided into 

scenes, check out Scene-Creation Workshop: Writing Scenes that 
Move Your Story Forward –  

http://www.hollylisle.com/FM/Workshops/scene-workshop.html)  

You may have done one scene per chapter, which I have done on 

occasion.  You may have several scenes per chapter.  Your scenes 

may be as short as a paragraph, or as long as twenty or thirty pages.  

However, time and place will not change within the scene.  

You’re going to run through your novel scene by scene and ask 

yourself the following questions:  

•         Does this scene belong in the book?  That is, does it 

address your theme or one of your sub-themes, contain 

action, conflict, and change, develop one or more of your 

characters, and move your story forward? 

 

If the scene just tells the reader about your world or its 

http://www.hollylisle.com/FM/Workshops/scene-workshop.html
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history, or lacks characters, conflict, and change, put a note 

in your spiral-bound notebook telling yourself which 

important points of worldbuilding you’re cutting, and draw a 

big X through the entire scene. 

 

If the scene involves characters who have nothing to do with 

the main story of the book (walk-on characters who got 

carried away and grabbed lines, and who are never seen 

again, for example), draw a big X across the entire scene. 

 

Even if the scene involves your two main characters, but 

they’re carrying out action that has nothing to do with what 

your story is about, does not develop them as characters, 

and does not move the main story conflict or address any of 

the sub-themes, cross the whole thing out.  

 

Does this seem brutal?  It is.  But the biggest thing you can 

do to help your story is to make sure each scene is involved 

in telling your story. 

So you’ve decided the scene belongs in the book.  What do you look 

for next?  

•         Is the scene a story in miniature?  Does it contain 

characters, conflict, action, change, dialogue, setting, and 

involvement of the reader’s senses?  Does it have a 
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beginning, a point where things change, and a clear ending?  

Is it interesting and entertaining?  Does it move the story 

forward?  It must do and be all of these things.  If it’s missing 

elements (like dialogue, or setting, or tastes, smells, sights, 

sounds, and textures), figure out how you can add them.  

Start writing in changes in the margins.  Carry them around 

to the back of the page, and onto additional pages if 

necessary.   

•         What is the conflict of the scene?  Is it the argument 

between lovers, where one discovers the other has been 

cheating?  Is it the discovery of the body in the garden and 

the realization that one of the other Queens is a murderer?  

Whatever the conflict in the scene, make sure you develop it 

well.  Weed out things that don’t relate to it, or that weaken 

its impact.  End the scene at the point where the conflict is 

either made worse, or resolved in some fashion. Cut any 

material that goes on after this point -- save it to insert in a 

later if it's truly important.  

•         Does the scene contain elements that no longer fit 
the story?  This happens to me all the time.  I think I’m 

writing one kind of book when I start, but find that it has 

become something completely different by the time I finish it.  

I’ll have characters and story lines at the beginning that just 

flat vanish by the end – and things at the end that I promised 

myself I’d make fit in the beginning.  Time to fix all of those. 
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Go over to your spiral-bound notebook, and write in details 
about threads you’ve killed.  Just a line to remind yourself, 

like: “Cut all references to the Houbar Council – eliminate 

Houbar Council scenes.” 

 

Make notes to yourself about new directions you took.  
Like: “Find places early on to mention King Purdue and his 

Queenly Harem.  Add a complete scene where Queen 

Hotibel is murdered.  

 

Make notes about characters you’ve condensed or 
eliminated.  Like:  “The Blue Guy, Fred the Barber, and 

Hangin’ John have all become Hangin’ John.  Combine 

them, and correct all references.” 

Offer yourself suggestions about the evolution of your 
story and theme. It’s entirely possible to discover at the end 

of the book that it isn’t about what you thought it was about 

when you started it.  So when you realize this, give yourself 

a couple of notes to remind you of what your early scenes 

are going to need.  Like: “Introduce the first potential for a 

romance when Hangin’ John and Queen Bridget meet at the 

scene of the murder.”  Or, “Add spiritual elements and 

internal conflict regarding his faith each time Hangin’ John is 

forced to consider his vows of celibacy.” 
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•         Is the scene well-written?  Can you find words that 

repeat, grammatical and spelling errors, clichés, stilted 

dialogue, endless description?  At any point do you get 

drowsy reading what you’ve written?  Are you ever tempted 

to skim? 

•         Does the scene fit logically in time and space?  

That is, if the previous scene takes place on Thursday at 

noon, and the following scene takes place on Friday at noon, 

and all three scenes involve the same character, does your 

current scene take place at some time between Thursday 

noon and Friday noon and in a location your character could 

logically inhabit in the time available? 

And just a note for those of you writing books from multiple 

points of view.  You’re not immune from this time-and-place 

hunt.  You just have a harder job – you have to track all of 

your characters from each scene they occupy to the next, 

and make sure they aren’t in two places at the same time, or 

in two places they couldn’t get from and to in two sequential 

scenes, and that scenes that take place in one location are 

in synch with scenes that take place in another location.  

You can make yourself really crazy with this.  All I can 

suggest, after more than twenty books and a whole lot of 

character tracking, is this: Take good notes in your spiral-

bound notebook, and hope for the best. 
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•         Is your scene full of weak words?  How many times 

have you used is, was, or were?  How many times have you 

used very?  How many times have you fallen prey to 

passive voice?  How many adjectives and adverbs can you 

find?  Eliminate forms of the verb “to be” wherever you find 

them, rewriting the sentence with a stronger verb.  “It was 

raining,” becomes “The rain slashed down, tearing up the 

gardens and ripping leaves from the trees.”  “He was tall,” 

becomes “She looked up at him.  And up.  And up.” 

•         Is the word-count right?  Currently, the most salable 

length for non-series genre novels for adults is between 

90,000 and 120,000 words.  Novels written for specific lines 

(e.g., Harlequin Presents, Silhouette Intimate Moments, Star 

Trek, Star Wars, or Buffy the Vampire Slayer) have exacting 

word length requirements that absolutely must be met in 

order for you to make the sale.  If your novel is outside of 

salable limits by being too short, look for ways to add 

conflict, to introduce secondary characters and an additional 

story line, or to deepen characters’ relationships with each 

other.  Don’t try to pad a story out with description!  
Padding reads like padding, and will be the kiss of death for 

any hoped-for sale.  You have to add real story to make the 

book worth the extra pages and the reader’s money.  If your 

book is too long, don’t try to convince yourself that yours is 

the one 450,000 word monster that will knock publishers or 

agents on their asses.  First, look for things to cut.  Use look 
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for ways to condense.  Cut hard.  When it’s a tight as you 

can make it, give it a rest, and then come back and cut some 

more.   

   

Go through every page and every scene in the manuscript with this 

same bloody pen.  Refer to your notebook constantly, making sure 

that you correct your mistakes, add in all the cool things the book 

needs to make it great, tie up all your lose ends, and add conflict to 

every single page.   

You can safely eliminate almost all greetings and goodbyes in 

conversation, every instance where the character is driving and 

thinking, or sipping tea and thinking, or taking a shower in thinking.  

You can skip the parts where characters are getting from point A to 

point B if they aren’t engaged in pitched battle or serious trouble of 

some sort at the same time.  Mostly you can eliminate waking-up and 

going to bed routines.   

You want to give the impression of reality and of a life without actually 

showing the whole thing.  Think of your novel as “A Life: The Good 

Parts Version.”  All the sex and violence, passion and struggle.  None 

of the teeth-brushing.  

Work the manuscript in three piles.  The pile you’re reading, the pile 

with pages that have writing on them, and the pile with pages that 

don’t.  
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THE PROCESS – PART THREE: TYPE-IN  

And then ....  

From front to back, your manuscript looks like it’s been savaged by 

rutting weasels.  You’ve ripped out old scenes, hand-written new 

scenes on the back of the dead scenes, crammed dialogue in 

between scratched out lines of description, written little notes to 

yourself about changes you still want to make when you type 

everything in.  Your final clean pages to scribbled on pages ratio is 

probably 1:2 or 1:3, or even 1:4.   

Start with the first page that bears your scribbles, start with the first 

line of corrections, open up your document, and start typing.  You 

aren’t going to look at the clean pages again -- if you’d like to make a 

bit of space on your desk, you can throw them away.  

(If you’re thinking, “But what if those pages still need work?” you 

weren’t hard enough on yourself first time through.  Stop!  Don’t type 

a letter until you’re confident that your clean pages are.  Go back 

through the book and give it what it really needs.  Being gentle with 

yourself the first time through just means there’ll be a second time.  

And a third.  And who needs that?)  

As you type in your corrections, you may have improved wording 

ideas.  Go with them.  You may think of wittier, more perfect dialogue.  
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Swap it out.  You may finally hit the perfect description of the 

character, the locale, or some other goodie.  Terrific.  Use it.  

You will probably also have completely new plot ideas, have great 

ideas for new characters who could really shine, and complications 

that could just change everything.  Don’t indulge yourself by putting 

them in this book.  Write them down on a separate piece of paper and 

save them for the next book.  The point of a novel revision is to finish 
this book.  I guarantee you that as long as you’re willing to keep 

piddling around with the same manuscript, you’ll find ways to make it 

different.  You don’t want to make it different.  You just want to make 

it as good as it can possibly be, and then get it out the door.  

Why?  Because the definition of a writing career is: Write a book.  

Write another book.  Write another book.  

Nowhere in that description is included: Take one story and make it a 

monument to every idea you ever had or ever will.  

AND A SUM-UP  

Does one-pass revision sound like a huge amount of work?  It is.  

Does it sound frustrating?  It can be.  It can also be exciting, and a lot 

of fun, and you can walk away from it with some very good books.  

It’s the only revision method I use.  Using this method, I can revise a 

125,000 word novel in about two weeks.  I’ve never done more than 

one pre-submission revision, and usually only one, and never more 
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than two, post-editor revisions.  My post-editing revisions are usually 

light.   

Go into the process with the determination to make the book really 

good -- as good as it can be.  Give it your all, get it done, and then 

move on, secure in the knowledge that you have made it the best it 

can be.  And that your next book will be even better.  Your career lies 

in writing a book, and writing another book, and writing a book after 

that.   
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An Interview Diana Gill 
©2002, Forward Motion 

 

Diana Gill Conference 

Writing from the Editor's Perspective   
Diana Gill is an Editor with Morrow/Avon at Harpercollins Publishers. 

She primarily edits science fiction and fantasy titles for Eos, along 

with commercial fiction, nonfiction, and random other titles of interest.  

She started in publishing editing science textbooks, but then moved 

to sf/f because it was more fun. Some of her authors include Anne 

McCaffrey and Elizabeth Ann Scarborough, Dave Duncan, S. M. 

Stirling, Sean Russell, Kristine Smith, Rebecca Ore, Mary Gentle, 

and Martha Wells. And, of course, Holly Lisle. 

March 23, 2002  

Holly Lisle Folks -- We're about ready to start. From this point on, no 

messages in here.  

Holly Lisle Please use one of the other two chat rooms.  

Holly Lisle WELCOME to HollyLisle.com, and to The Diana Gill 

Conference -- Writing from the Editor's Perspective.  

Holly Lisle I am delighted to introduce my Eos editor, Diana Gill, who 

was responsible for making Memory of Fire, (due out in May) a much 
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better book, and who is currently editing the second book in the 

series, The Wreck of Heaven.  

Diana Gill <g> Thanks Holly. Hi everyone, and thanks for coming.  

Holly Lisle Please remember -- the first part of this conference is 

moderated -- do not post anything in this conference room (either 

public or private) during this portion of the conference. I'll open the 

floor for discussion following the moderated questions.  

Holly Lisle I have a very fine selection of questions for you.  

Holly Lisle E  

Diana Gill Great.  

Diana Gill E.  

Holly Lisle *[K.L. McIntyre] How tough is your day? How many hours 

do you spend on work in your work week?  

Diana Gill laugh Far tougher than people usually think! How many 

hours do I spend at work, or -on- work?  

Diana Gill At work, about 40-50.  

Diana Gill At home, another 10-25 (or more), depending on how 

many mss. I have in... E.  

Holly Lisle *[Kay House] What do you love most about being an 

editor? What part of your job do you dread the most?  
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Diana Gill The editing is the best part. I love helping authors make 

their books better. And there's nothing better than discovering a new 

author.  

Diana Gill What do I dread the most? All the paperwork...giving up 

most of my free time. And bureaucracy. E.  

Holly Lisle And the dread?  

Holly Lisle *[Cheryl Peugh] If someone wanted to become an editor, 

what kind of background would they need (besides love of reading); 

i.e. what kind of education? Experience? Job track? How did you 

become an editor yourself?  

Diana Gill The best thing you can have is experience in publishing--

internships, that sort of thing. Beyond that, you need to  

Diana Gill love reading, and be willing to work a lot. And for the first 

years, as basically an office slave, with not much money.  

Diana Gill I started out working as an editorial assistant in a textbook 

publishing company, working on science books, and worked my  

Diana Gill way up from there. E.  

Diana Gill Did that answer the question? E.  

Holly Lisle Works for me. <g>  
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Holly Lisle *[Kay House] Once you and the author are both satisfied 

that the book is as good as it can be in the time available, what 

exactly is the process of getting it typeset, proofread and into print?  

Diana Gill After the manuscript is finished and approved, I then line-

edit the manuscript. Then it's copyedited. Then the author reviews 

both my line-edits  

Diana Gill and the copyedits. Then it's typeset, and the author 

reviews those pages. Then there's a second set of proof pages that 

the managing editor sees,  

Diana Gill and then it goes off to be printed. E.  

Holly Lisle * [Fredrick Obermeyer] Which author's books do you 

recommend we read to get the best grasp on what Eos likes?  

Diana Gill What we like? Basically, well-written science fiction and 

fantasy that is also commercial. We like all of our authors, of course, 

but recent books by Martha Wells, James Alan Garder, Kristine 

Smith, Michael Swanwich, Sean Russell, and Dave Duncan can be a 

good start to what we're looking for. Basically, go grab some Eos 

books and start reading. <g> E.  

Diana Gill Oops, that's Swanwick. E.  

Diana Gill Oh, and Bujold, and well, most of our authors. Including 

Holly. <g> E.  
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Holly Lisle *[Joel] If an aspiring writer approached you to pitch their 

story, what is the one behavior guaranteed to make you stop 

listening?  

Diana Gill Ah, everyone's favorite. A few easy no's--handing me a 

manuscript at a conference (one editor had one slid under the 

bathroom door!). Being really pushy if I'm talking to an author or 

agent already. Basically, use common sense--if an editor is free, ask 

if you can pitch to them. They'll either say yes, or set up another time, 

or tell you they're not looking./swamped/etc. then go from there. E.  

Holly Lisle *[Krista Heiser] It is preferable for an author to have an 

agent before they contact you? Is this a personal preference or do 

you feel this is standard?  

Diana Gill We do prefer for authors to have agents, whenever 

possible. It makes it easier for everyone. The industry is tending 

towards that in general. But we do take unagented queries--Holly, do 

you want me to go into that now, or later? E.  

Holly Lisle Go ahead and talk a bit about that now.  

Holly Lisle That's big.  

Diana Gill Okay. Eos's submission policies have recently changed--

we can no longer accept unsolicited submissions.  

Diana Gill To submit your science fiction or fantasy novel to Eos, 

please query us first. Whenever possible, we strongly urge you to 
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query via e-mail. You can e-mail us at eossubs@harpercollins.com 

with your query.  

Diana Gill Your query should be brief, no more than a two-page 

synopsis of your story at this time. Do not send chapters or a full 

manuscript.  

Diana Gill You will receive a response--either a decline or a request 

for more material--in approximately two to four weeks.  

Diana Gill Again, that address is eossubs@harpercollins.com. E.  

Diana Gill Do people need more info than that? I can go into the 

basic guidelines as well. E.  

Holly Lisle If you won't wear out your wrist, please.  

Holly Lisle <g>  

Holly Lisle And that should be WRISTS, plural.  

Diana Gill Okay, the best thing to do is to send a self-addressed, 

stamped envelope (SASE) to me at Harpercollins, asking for the 

guidelines, then to e-mail query from there.  

Diana Gill But, horror and humor are a very tough sell, as are King 

Arthur and Robin Hood stories. We strongly urge you to read some of 

our recent titles to get a feel for what we publish, and please -do- be 

aware of what's happening in the sf/f field, what the major clichés are 

(no Adam and Eve on mars stories, please!), and so far. E.  

mailto:eossubs@harpercollins.com
mailto:eossubs@harpercollins.com
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Holly Lisle We're going to drift a smidge, back to author/editor 

relations. I admit I'm dying to know this one myself. *[Kay House] 

What annoys you most about authors?  

Diana Gill laugh Oh boy...  

Diana Gill Probably when authors say they want to be edited and 

they want criticism, and I spend hours and hours editing their 

manuscript, then to have them absolutely ignore my suggestions 

without even saying why.  

Diana Gill Obviously, it is their book, but I wouldn't suggest changes 

unless I really thought they would make the book stronger. And if they 

can argue their point, that's fine, but refusing to listen at all gets very 

frustrating.  

Diana Gill And the authors who are just pushy and obnoxious in 

general.  

Diana Gill Holly, however, is none of these. E.  

Holly Lisle Oh, cool. <g> :: sighing with relief ::  

Holly Lisle *[Jae] What grabs your attention in a synopsis and query 

letter? What doesn't?  

Holly Lisle Votes next door, incidentally, are running high in favor of 

plastic spiders.  
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Diana Gill Okay, not what grabs me, but first a general note--first 

impressions Do count. Spelling errors, bad grammar, handwritten 

letters--those are all signs that the author either does not take their 

work seriously, or doesn't care what their letter looks like. We get 

Lots of submissions (which we again, read in our free time), so 

please, make the letter easy to read and professional.  

Diana Gill What grabs my attention? What the plot sounds like--a 

new twist on a story, something about a character that I just want to 

read about. That sort of thing.  

Diana Gill Plastic spiders? I absolutely hate spiders (my one ick-

factor), so I'dvote against that for me...  

Diana Gill if you are going to send something, I'dlean towards plane 

tickets somewhere exotic, but that's just me. <g> E.  

Holly Lisle <snarf>  

Holly Lisle *[Justin] How important are prior writing credits on a 

cover letter, or for that matter, how important are cover letters?  

Diana Gill I like cover letters--it gives me a better idea of what you're 

sending. And yes, if you've been published before or are a member of 

SFWA, or have some relevant background (the book is about a 

female ex-Marine who retired to Paraguay to create designer 

perfumes, and you've done most of those things), do say so.  

Diana Gill E.  
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Holly Lisle *[Fred] If there's a potential for future books featuring the 

same characters or places, would you want to know about it up front? 

Would that information help or hurt the query in any way?  

Diana Gill Basically, if a publisher is going to buy a book, they're 

going to want at least two books, in most cases. We're assuming 

you're willing to work hard and write several books, and if the book 

does well, we'd naturally want more in that same setting...  

Diana Gill However, saying that this is book 1 of 17, is Not a good 

idea. We'll buy the book based on what is in front of us, not what may 

be coming down the line.  

Diana Gill E.  

Holly Lisle *[zette] Should e-sales be listed in cover material?  

Diana Gill E-sales? If, say, you've sold online fiction to Ellen Datlow 

at Scifiction, do say so. If it's a general e-sale, not so much. And, a 

note--most publishers consider submissions published electronically 

to be previously published, and will be much less interested. E.  

Holly Lisle *[Robert] How would I submit concepts for theme 

anthologies? Would it help to have some writers already committed to 

them?  

Diana Gill We Very rarely publish theme anthologies, or anthologies 

in general. (DAW does many of those, but they are all arranged by an 

agent and packager). So your chances are low. But if you have 
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GUARANTEES from several Major authors, you could try. But 

otherwise, anthologies (whether multi- or single-author) are a very 

hard sell.  

Diana Gill E.  

Holly Lisle QUESTIONS ABOUT MANUSCRIPTS  

Holly Lisle *[karen thistle] What, in general terms, is your dream 

submission?  

Diana Gill My dream submission? A wonderfully-written, creative and 

inventive science fiction or fantasy story that has the potential to both 

get great reviews and sell through the roof, from an author who's 

willing to work hard editorially and otherwise to make their book the 

best possible.  

Diana Gill You did ask for my dream... <g> E.  

Holly Lisle *[Fred] Is there anything that will get a submission sent 

straight to the reject pile?  

Diana Gill Yep. Holly--do people want to really hear the truth here? 

E.  

Holly Lisle Yes, they do.  

Holly Lisle These folks are very good.  
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Diana Gill Okay. Sending me something again that I've already 

rejected saying I just didn't read it carefully enough, or read enough 

of it. Handwritten queries (particularly on purple paper). Novellas of 

say 40,000 words. Anything ripped out of star trek with only the 

names changed.  

Diana Gill What else? Something about little green elves that ride 

unicorns in the land of mystical happiness. Saying that you're 

qualified to write about elves/vampires/etc. because you really are 

one.  

Diana Gill Those are the biggies. And yes, I've gotten all of the 

above. E.  

Holly Lisle You just killed them with that one.  

Holly Lisle O  

Diana Gill DId I? Laugh It really is true...! E.  

Holly Lisle No one had even considered the possibilities.  

Holly Lisle *[Alyssa] Diana, I'dlike to know how often do you get past 

page two when you're evaluating a manuscript from an unknown 

author, and what are the manuscripts most often missing?  

Diana Gill To page two? Honestly, that depends on how good page 

one is. If you can get me to read past the first paragraph (and yes, we 

can tell by the end of the first paragraph if we want to read any 

further), get me interested in the story, or the character, that's a very 
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good thing. If the first page isn't absolutely intriguing, but is 

nonetheless well-written (without the little green elves, say.)  

Diana Gill I think one really important thing to remember is that an 

editor's primary function is to act as a reader--if I don't want to read 

any further, why should someone want to buy the book and the read 

it? Give us (and yourself) something to be interested in.  

Diana Gill And no, that doesn't mean the first sentence has to have 

an explosion or some other really glossy hook, but do think about 

what's happening. Make it interesting.  

Diana Gill What are manuscripts most missing? Originality. Yes, 

there are only a few plots and stories out there, but there are endless 

things you can to take that boy meets girl theme and make it 

interesting.  

Diana Gill That, and spell-checks...  

Diana Gill E.  

Holly Lisle *[BethS] Say you receive a fantasy manuscript from a 

first-time author that's well-written, complex--and long (around 

300,000 to 325,000 words, similar in size to a Kate Elliott or George 

R.R. Martin novel). If you liked the story, would the length be an 

issue?  

Diana Gill 300,000 words? Oh boy. For 1 book? That's hard. If it is 

really good, what we'd probably do is work with the story to 
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streamline it. Very few stories cannot be streamlined. But if it's that 

wonderful, we're willing to work with it to figure something out.  

Diana Gill But in general, submissions should be 80,000-120,000 

words... E.  

Holly Lisle *[Joel] In your opinion, what month do you see a surge in 

the number of manuscripts?  

Holly Lisle I'm guessing he asked this to know when NOT to query. 

<g>  

Diana Gill No particular month, really. There's always stuff coming in. 

I guess the busiest is right after conventions or some such.  

Diana Gill In re when not to send it? The holidays, obviously. ;-P E.  

Holly Lisle *[Fredrick Obermeyer] How much money can we expect 

to get on a first novel sale? If a novel does really well in the market, 

can a writer expect a possible advance for the next one? Or does he 

or she have to wait a few more novels before then?  

Diana Gill Unless you have a really good agent, not much. Usually 

around $4000-$6000, but it can be less for some 

genres/publishers/lines. I  

Diana Gill An advance is what you get when you sell a book. If a first 

book does well and we buy more, that's another advance. The only 

way to get more money beyond the advance is to have your book sell 

enough to start earning royalties. E.  
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Holly Lisle *[Fredrick Obermeyer] If a novel gets published, can the 

writer have any say about the cover art or is it out of his/her hands?  

Diana Gill Unless you're Steven King or Tom Clancy or so on, you 

will not get cover approval or official consultation. Most editors talk 

with their authors about what they'd like to see on the cover, but, 

frankly--and this is what many professional authors don't [or won't!] 

understand--the cover is to get the book buyer (whether for a national 

bookstore chain or suzy q. public) to pick the book up and be i  

Diana Gill interested. It's a marketing took, pure and simple. and, 

frankly, most authors aren't marketing people. But we do get the 

author's opinion and talk to them about it, whenever possible. E.  

Diana Gill oops, that's tool. not took. no hobbits here. E.  

Holly Lisle *[SL Viehl] How many titles does Eos release per year, 

and are there any plans to increase or decrease the number?  

Holly Lisle <g>  

Diana Gill Pause while I pull down my schedule and count... ......  

Holly Lisle If there are any hobbits here, they won't be admitting in in 

their query letters.  

Diana Gill laugh now i almost spilled My diet coke!  

Diana Gill Publishing: 12 hardcovers a year, 3 trade paperbacks, and 

about 24 mass-markets. We're planning to stay at about that level. 
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Maybe a few more, maybe a few less depending on when stuff 

comes in, etc., but pretty much there. E.  

Holly Lisle *[Jim Mills] How many first-time novels do you take in a 

typical year?  

Diana Gill 1 or so? More because it's hard to find a good first novel 

than anything else... E.  

Holly Lisle *[Joel] Besides the quality of their work, in your opinion, 

what is the best way for a newly published writer to promote their 

novel?  

Diana Gill Make friends with booksellers! Go to local stores and sign 

stock, have a website, start a newsletter, that sort of thing. There's a 

good article at, umm, i think www.broaduniverse.com about self-

promoting. (if that's not the address, sorry! Bad memory...) E.  

Holly Lisle *[Andi:] What is the one question you've always wanted 

asked in an interview that you've never been asked? Consider it 

asked now, if you would.  

Diana Gill Hmm. Umm... Honestly, I don't know if I have a question 

I've always wanted asked. Besides, can I give you lots of money free 

of cost from an anonymous donor? Sorry, no ideas here.... E.  

Diana Gill Hmm, I guess I should mention that we've started an 

online newsletter, so anyone who's interested should go to 

www.eosbooks.com  and sign up for it. It's a lot of fun--really. E.  

http://www.eosbooks.com/
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Diana Gill Honest. E.  

Diana Gill =) =) E.  

Diana Gill Does anyone have any other questions? I can stay for a 

bit more if there are some...  

<@Holly Lisle> Do not pitch you work to Diana, but the floor is now 

open for a few questions.  

Diana Gill Anyone? Anyone? Bueller? Bueller... E.  

<Jinx> I would just like to thank you for your time and generosity in 

answering our questions, Diana.  

<Shelley> Ok, I'm asking this one for my fiancé. Does Eos take comic 

books or graphic novel submissions?  

<@zette> Just a note -- I fear most or all of us got dropped for a 

moment there... people are just signing back in.  

<fred> You talked earlier about the length of submissions. I seem to 

get stuck around 65k words. Would that be a serious strike against 

my work?  

Diana Gill okay, one at a time. No, no graphic novels or comic books.  

Diana Gill Jinx-thanks! My pleasure. E.  

<Kaelle> I echo Jinx's comment, Diana. Thank you very much  
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<Shelley> Yes, thank you so much Diana.  

Diana Gill Fred--that's a bit short, really. It's more of a novella than 

anything else, which doesn't work as a book... E.  

Diana Gill Thank you all for coming--I know Holly's pleased, and I 

hope you had fun. =) E.  

<Kay House> Thanks for coming, I learned a LOT!  

<karen thistle> thank you, Diana  

<Diana Stirling> Thanks a lot!  

<@Holly Lisle> We've had a wonderful time. Thank you so much for 

taking the time to join us today.  

<Robert> Thanks for having this conference, Holly, and thanks for 

coming, Diana. If I've got a self-published book and it did well, should 

I mention that on the cover?  

<CatherineM> Thank you from me too.  

<Mistythank> thank you  

<YvonneM> other than little green elves, is there anything that's done 

to death in fantasy novels?  

<May-Lee> clap clap clap Thank You  

<Gayle> Thank you  
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<Beth> Thanks for coming--it's been very informative.  

<Anon_11> Thank you very much, Diana.  

<Allison> Thank you, Diana!  

Diana Gill Robert--yes, if it's sold well, do mention that. E.  

<fred> Thanks for your time.  

<MaryMuse> Are there any credits you shouldn't mention in your 

cover letter? Such as if you've sold erotica?  

Diana Gill Yvonne--umm, lord of the rings retreads. make your world 

original, please. umm, contemporary fantasy is also very hard. E.  

Diana Gill MaryMuse--If it's not relevant to the genre, I wouldn't put it. 

if you're writing erotic fantasy a la Laurel Hamilton, do mention it. E.  

<MaryMuse> Thank you, Diana.  

<Misty> does experience in the publishing industry have to do with 

manuscripts to really count? I have a position, but it's with 

bibliographic information, and I'm wondering if I'm going to have to 

start as an Editorial Assistant if I want to move into manuscripts  

<@JimMills> .  

Diana Gill Misty--it depends. if you want to move into editorial, having 

a general publishing background can help you get a position, but it 

really would be as an editorial assistant unless you have substantial 
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editorial experience and knowledge of another field. and even then, it 

would probably be to assistant editor or stuff. at least for fiction. 

Specialized science or academia can work a bit differently  

Diana Gill E.  

<Shelley> do you look for more character driven stories, or more plot 

driven ones?  

Diana Gill Shelley--Ideally, both. Beyond that, I'm partial to well-

written characters, but they still need a plot. Sitting around and talking 

does not work as a book, at least for me.  

Diana Gill E.  

<Shelley> thank you  

Diana Gill Sure.  

Diana Gill Anyone else?  

<@zette> Do you feel Internet communities like this one are a good 

help to upcoming writers?  

Diana Gill zette--honestly, I really don't know. I do think it is helpful to 

go somewhere where you can ask those more 

experienced/knowledgeable questions, but  

Diana Gill not being a writer, I'm not sure in general. But good 

feedback and input can help anyone, and networking never hurts. E.  
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<YvonneM> do short story sales have any impact on how you look at 

a novel?  

<Joel_A> back  

Diana Gill Yvonne--short story sales can't hurt, but there are many 

writers who can't write short fiction for their lives but write wonderful 

novels. Basically, it will let me know that  

<Sarajael> Do you prefer cover letters that start with the one-line 

hard sell "what do you do when you're locked in a closet with an axe-

murderer?", or the plain vanilla "please find enclosed my novel Closet 

Murderer"? <g>  

Diana Gill someone thinks your writing is at a professional level. E.  

Diana Gill Sarajael--Plain vanilla, please!! As I mentioned, a 

professional letter is important. The hard sell is very very hard to 

work--we see hundreds of letters, and it doesn't really work. E.  

<Kay House> Do line editors ever become editors, and how do 

people get to be line editors? Are publishing careers mostly limited to 

New York City?  

<Diana Stirling> Is Eos interested in young adult fantasy? If not, can 

you recommend a publisher/s?  

<Sarajael> Thanks, Diana  
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<MaryMuse> Do you recommend that writers write in multiple genres 

if they wish to support themselves with their writing? Or do you prefer 

authors who write just sf/f?  

<Joel_A> Ms Gill, I've read there's a large interest in sci-fi--especially 

hard sf--partially due to the influx of soft sf and fantasy? What's your 

view?  

Diana Gill Kay--Line editors as in copyeditors? Sometimes. There, 

each managing editor has a stable of their own preferred copyeditors. 

Prior experience is necessary, and usually networking. You can get 

publishing careers in other places certainly, but New York definitely 

has the most. E.  

<Kay House> Thank you, I did mean copyeditors.  

Diana Gill Diana Stirling--we don't really do young adult fantasy in 

EOS per se, but Harperchildren's does a fair amount of that... E.  

<@Holly Lisle> These need to be the last questions.  

<Diana Stirling> thanks!  

Diana Gill Mary Muse--as long as my authors turn in their books on 

time, I don't care what else they do, really. E.  

<@Holly Lisle> I would like to thank Diana for spending some of her 

free weekend time with us today.  
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Diana Gill Joel--fantasy is still the biggest/most popular genre. I 

haven't seen a recent surge in interest in hard sf, but I'm not really out 

there on the ground floor... E.  

<Kay House> Thanks again, Ms. Gill, and to you Holly, for inviting 

her!  

<@Jae> Thank you Diana! This was really wonderful!  

<Joel_A> Thanks, Ms Gill.  

<Robert> Thank you, Diana! This was great!  

<karen thistle> thanks again!  

<Sarajael> Thanks!  

<@zette> Thank you. This has been very helpful!  

<@AndiW> Thank you very much. We do appreciate the insights.  

<Diana Stirling> thanks again!  

Diana Gill Everyone, my pleasure. I hope this was helpful, and Holly, 

thanks for the invite. (Does this give me extra credit when you get the 

next editorial letter?) <g> E.  

<MaryMuse> Thank you!  

<@SLViehl4> Thanks, Diana, it was great having you here  
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<Shelley> thank you Diana. This has been a great learning 

experience for me!  

<Misty> this has been great, thank you and have a great evening  

<Allison> Thank you, Diana! This has been great!  

<Kaelle> Wonderful conference!  

<@JimMills> Thank you, Diana!  

Diana Gill Thanks everyone!  

<CatherineM> thank you again for you help  

<karen thistle> and thanks, holly!  

<Della> Thanks for your time.  

<@Holly Lisle> Diana -- I'm ready. And yeah, I think this gets you one 

Name Change and a pack of This scene does not work for me's.  

<Diana Stirling> ditto!  

<Shelley> Yes, thanks Holly for all your work setting this up.  

Diana Gill Woo hoo! I'll hold you to that Holly. J/K.  

<@AndiW> Hats off to Holly. <G>  

Diana Gill Everyone, have a great weekend!  
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<@Holly Lisle> Folks, thank you for coming out, for asking intelligent 

questions, and for following the rules.  

<Joel_A> you too, ms gill!  

<@AndiW> You too!  

<Allison> you too!  

<Joel_A> thanks again, holly!  

<Kaelle> You are the best, Holly, Thanks!  

<Joel_A> wow. a real live editor...even virtually  

<CatherineM> thank you holly  

<@Holly Lisle> Okay. I'll be closing the room. I'll see all of you soon.  

<Allison> thanks Holly!  

<@JimMills> Bye!  

<Sarajael> Thanks  

Diana Gill Bye everyone! Take care.  

<May-Lee> thanks!  

<Joel_A> bye!  

<karen thistle> bye!  
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<@AndiW> Have a good one, Holly. Good writing!  

<Kaelle> Bye!  

<@Holly Lisle> And those of you who did transcripts, please e-mail 

them to me. I lost everything when my connection died.  

<@Jae> Bye Holly! Thanks for setting this up!  
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Autumn Leaves:  
A Writer's First Novel Rewrite  

By Jennifer Shafer  

© 2002, Jennifer Shafer  

 

When I completed the first draft of my first novel, my initial reaction 

was, "I'm done!"  

Which was immediately followed by, "I'm not done!"  

I had 129,000 words of text, and more characters and plot threads 

than could fit into my ending. In addition, my ideas for the novel had 

changed over the year it took to write. I needed a serious revision. 

But how? I was as new to rewriting as I had been to novel writing. As 

with writing a novel, I had heard a lot of conflicting advice on how to 

go about revision. So like my first time writing a novel, I decided just 

to start and see what worked for me.  

The obvious first thing to do was to read through my manuscript and 

figure out what I needed to change. I already knew that I needed to 

move some scenes and add others, so the plan was that I would 

read, do line edits as necessary, and decide what needed moving 

before I did the actual rewrite.  

That plan didn't last long. Since I planned to alter the storyline, I 

wasn't sure whether any scene would stay or go, so I quit doing line 

edits. I also found that it was hard to keep such a large number of 
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scenes straight, both in content and order. So I switched to Plan B: 

write a synopsis with a short description of each scene, then 

rearrange the synopsis before I began rewriting.  

Plan B proved much faster and easier. Reading through my 

manuscript, I found some dialogue I liked that I only vaguely recalled 

writing, and details in the early part of the story I'd completely 

forgotten, but would be useful near the end. I also discovered 

discrepancies I hadn't realized were there, repetition of ideas, 

dialogue, and names, and references to story events that never 

happened.  

Before I started making changes to the synopsis, I made notes of 

what things I already knew needed fixing: a couple of characters had 

subplots that had been left unresolved, a plot element that influenced 

the climax had to be introduced earlier, one of my major characters 

didn't appear at the climax.  And, more importantly, I had gotten more 

interested in Brian, one of the major characters, at the cost of Amber, 

the main character, so I needed to fix the ratio of Brian scenes to 

Amber scenes.  

I also kept in mind some of the things I had learned about the craft in 

general. For example, that a small cast of complex characters is 

better than a large one; that short scenes tend to make for more 

disjointed reading; that every scene should have some action and 

conflict. All of these were things I needed to address. So I sat down, 

located a pencil, and attacked my synopsis.  
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I grew aware of my plot as topography: twists and curves and 

tangles, hidden caverns and tall peaks. My job was not to flatten it but 

to smooth the rough spots, correct the proportions, and make sure 

there was a clear path from beginning to end. I immediately found 

scenes I needed to cut where there was no action, or where the 

action could be mentioned briefly in the next scene without detracting 

from the storyline. I moved scenes back and forth to space my 

subplots more consistently, and created new scenes to add depth to 

my characters' relationships and problems. My story had five point-of-

view characters and I was concerned that switching between them 

too frequently interrupted the flow of the story, so I made an effort to 

combine scenes when possible.  

I also discovered that my opening scene no longer made sense. After 

an attempt to fix it, I decided to cut it as well. Cutting it meant that my 

book didn't start with a scene that didn't fit the rest of the text, and 

began in my main character's point of view, rather than a lesser 

character's.  

Since five point-of-view characters seemed like a lot, I considered 

removing or combining the two less important ones. I only decided 

against it when I discovered it would be extremely difficult to extricate 

either of them from my web of cause-and-effect leading to the ending, 

and even then I was unsure I was making the right decision. Was I 

being lazy? Were these characters truly important, or did I simply like 

them too well? I did cut two minor characters and combine two 

others, which gave one of my villains a reason to be even more 
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sociopathic and eliminated the need for a minor plot thread. And I 

realized that I did like the resulting smaller, more complex cast better 

than my original one.  

Once my synopsis was well and truly marked up, I typed in the 

changes to get a clean copy of what I expected my finished second 

draft to look like and began the actual rewrite.  

As I read through my first draft, I had noticed some stylistic habits: 

choices of certain words over others, too many semicolons, not 

enough description, and too many nervous beats. I found a particular 

dialogue structure--person A asks three questions, B responds with 

the same word to each question--in four different places. So when I 

did line edits, I kept an eye out for those problems, as well as 

awkward dialogue and sentence structure, extraneous words, and 

abrupt transitions.  

Revising was more fun than I had anticipated. It made sense, though; 

after all, I was taking a story I liked and making it better. Cutting 

wasn't so bad... at first. However, once I was really into my story, I 

was able to see that I ought to cut or mutilate even more scenes. 

Some contained neat bits of dialogue, or interesting character 

development, or important information. I didn't want to get rid of them. 

But I already knew, from other people's descriptions of their 

experiences, that I would feel this way. And like a tree shedding its 

leaves in autumn, my story would retain more vitality if I cut those 

scenes. So I did.  
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New scenes were interesting to write. I knew my characters much 

better than when I had written draft one. I inserted new action, and 

suddenly that was what happened in the story.   My world had 

become malleable, even after I had created it. Halfway through 

writing a new scene I discovered that a minor character badly wanted 

out of a secret program --which gave him more definition and a far 

clearer role. There were other places I discovered resonances in the 

new material, relating it to multiple existing threads. This sort of focus 

and clarity was exactly what I was hoping for when I began the 

rewrite, but it was still startling to discover that my story would 

continue to evolve for as long as I chose to play with it.  

My draft two synopsis slowly became covered with new notes. As I 

progressed through the manuscript, I found the problems I had set 

out to correct disappearing, replaced by a story that was much 

smoother and less diffuse, more concentrated on the plot and 

themes. This gave me momentum to reach the climax, where I 

needed to give two characters new roles -- including one of the 

characters I had considered cutting -- and develop an entirely new 

plan for defeating the villain. It was a lot of work; but if I had left it 

alone, I would have had to live with knowing I could have improved 

my novel immensely and hadn't bothered.  

I learned a lot from my first rewrite. I found a method that seemed to 

work for me, even though it took a little experimentation. I found out 

how rewriting feels: the pleasure of finally cleaning up a scene that's 

been bothering me for sixteen chapters, the dismay at realizing a 
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3,500-word scene is completely worthless in the context of my story. 

Cutting words was a vital part of the process for me; I ended up 

deleting more than 25,000 words. It depressed me a bit to realize I 

had written a novella's worth of useless material, but the story is 

better for it, just like leafless trees in winter. I think that I'll be able to 

write my next novel more efficiently, knowing what I now know about 

writing and rewriting. The process took some mental adjustment, but 

it's been both useful and genuinely fun. A lot of it was learning by 

doing, just the same as when I wrote my first novel; and just like 

writing a first novel, my first rewrite has taught me about the writing 

process, how to craft a story, and what I need to be willing to do to 

make my story the best it can be.  
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True Writing is Rewriting 
By Beth Shope  

© 2002, Beth Shope  

 

Writing is rewriting. Raise your hand if you've heard that before. But 

flip it around--rewriting is writing--and we have an aphorism closer to 

the true writing process. Harry Shaw, in Errors in English and Ways 

to Correct Them (HarperCollins ISBN: 0064610446), says, "There is 

no such thing as good writing. There is only good rewriting." Science 

fiction novelist Michael Crichton agrees: "Books are not written--

they're rewritten."  

Revision is where the magic happens. For me, the best, most 

inspired ideas often appear during rewriting. I compare the initial 

getting-it-down process to skimming the surface of a pond. Often all I 

get are weeds and scum, the everyday accumulation of clichés and 

pat phrases we use without thought. Revision means diving deep to 

where the pure, clean water is, where dangers lurk in hidden grottos 

and pearls grow in the moist mouths of oysters.  

For many writers, though, revision is a trouble zone. Some never 

rewrite, but those who manage to produce something publishable 

after a single, unrevised draft can probably be squeezed in among 

the dancing angels on the head of that proverbial pin.  
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Others view the revision process as something akin to a trip to the 

dentist, necessary but excruciating, and best done at light speed. 

Rewriting is often difficult because they can't see what needs fixing, 

or they see it but have no notion how to fix it. They're afraid they'll 

make things worse.  

In this article, we're going to look at why revision is necessary and 

how you can develop the necessary critical judgment to make your 

work shine. There are three secrets to successful revision.  

Secret # 1: Once is Not Enough  

If you compare writing to building and furnishing a house, that first 

draft is the equivalent of laying the foundation, or perhaps laying the 

foundation plus raising support beams and a roof. If you're sufficiently 

gifted or experienced, the initial draft may even look like a complete 

house, with the windows glassed in and a bit of polish on the floors. 

But chances are, some of the beams are crooked, the lawn is still a 

morass of mud and stray bricks, and you forgot to install the 

plumbing.  

Or maybe you're the sort of writer who likes to over-decorate, and so 

the rooms in your novel-house look like a Saturday morning flea 

market. Your story is full of things that don't match, things that don't 

belong, and objects of rare beauty that can scarcely be seen for the 

clutter.  
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Ready to call House Beautiful for a photo shoot? In other words, is 

your over-grown, under-written, or patched-together novel ready to 

send off to an agent?  

Not likely. Fantasy writer Patricia Fuller put it this way:  "Writing 

without revising is the literary equivalent of waltzing gaily out of the 

house in your underwear."  

Anyone can think up a story and write it down. This doesn't 

necessarily imply talent, only the ability to type (or hold a pen), a little 

perseverance, and some time on your hands. You might be good at it 

and you might not, but skill is not a prerequisite. If you have children, 

you know this is true. You also know children resist the idea of 

revision--for them, the entire act of writing consists of getting the story 

down. Once.  

But almost nobody gets it right the first time around. James Thurber 

said, "My wife took a look at a first version and said, 'That's high 

school stuff.' I had to tell her to wait until the seventh draft." A first 

draft is nothing more than raw potential; to rewrite is to take that 

potential and use it to create a complete story or novel, which is just 

as much an art form as a painting or a symphony.  

Secret # 2: Develop Your Objective Eye  

The objective eye is the special clarity and understanding we need to 

be able to see our work without prejudice so we can revise it 
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effectively. Very few writers start out with clear vision in this eye, but it 

can be developed. There are three ways.  

Read. Good books, bad books, okay-but-not-especially-memorable 

books. Popular fiction and literary masterpieces. Non-fiction. 

Mainstream and genre, contemporary and historical. But don't be 

oblivious to what makes them good, bad, or indifferent. Learn to read 

them critically, to see the bones beneath the surface. Learn how to 

recognize an ailing plot and the underlying cause. If you don't read 

widely, how can you understand the rhythms and intricacies of good 

fiction, the ebb and flow of narrative tension? How can you see 

behind the illusion of flesh-and-blood characters to the words and 

ideas that give them life?  

A corollary to this is to watch movies, paying close attention to the 

use of conflict, to dialogue, to the story arc and how the screenwriter 

resolves it. Novels have much greater scope than films for character 

and story development, but movies can teach us a lot about story-

telling, dramatic tension, and tight plotting.  

Practice. Thornton Wilder, successful novelist and playwright, once 

said, "There are passages in every novel whose first writing is the 

last. But it's the joint and cement between those passages that take a 

great deal of rewriting."  

If you are in the habit of writing your scene/chapter/story once, 

crossing out a couple of adverbs, fixing the typos, and calling it 

finished, break that habit. Instead, consider what you've just written 
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as something to be played with, a lump of clay to be molded into a 

pleasing shape. View every word with suspicion--it looks right, but is 

it? Rearrange sentences and paragraphs to try out different effects. 

Give yourself permission to experiment, to make mistakes, to scratch 

out, to start over, to write yourself into a corner and then backtrack to 

paint in a door. If you're concerned about ruining a scene that should 

have been left alone, keep the earlier drafts.  

With time and experience, you'll learn to recognize what makes your 

dialogue snappier, your action scenes more suspenseful. You will see 

the difference between emotion and melodrama, and how to create 

the former while avoiding the latter. You will master the trick of 

keeping the tension thread taut. A brilliant plot development may 

occur to you that would have been lost entirely if you'd left the scene 

alone. This trial and error process is how you develop focus in your 

objective eye and sharpen its ability to spot faulty writing.  

Remember, everything you write--whether the first words on the first 

page or the umpteenth revision of chapter forty-two--is fluid. It can be 

changed, shaped, and reshaped. That's what rewriting is all about. 

There's no fear in it, only promise. Richard Cormier, author of several 

critically acclaimed young-adult novels, had this helpful advice: "The 

beautiful part of writing is that you don't have to get it right the first 

time, unlike, say, a brain surgeon." And not only do you not have to 

get it right, don't automatically assume you have. Learn to look at 

your writing critically, always with an eye toward making it better.  
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For a few writers, objective reading and serious practice, over time, 

are enough to teach them what they need to know. Others need a 

little extra help. The next method for developing your critical eye is 

optional but can prove beneficial.  

Join a Critique Group. It's a well-known phenomenon that while we 

often have 20/20 vision when it comes to analyzing the faults of 

someone else's work, we keep on hand a pair of blurry, rose-tinted 

glasses for studying our own.  

Both receiving and writing critiques can sharpen your objective vision 

like few things will. But not just any group will do; not all are created 

equal and the worst among them have more in common with hungry 

cannibals than a serious writers' group. Look for one that is honest 

but also supportive. You will also learn more in a critique group that is 

not prejudiced for or against a particular genre or style. Just as 

reading widely is enriching, critiquing widely broadens your 

understanding of literature and writing as a whole. Be cautious of 

joining a closed circle with a static membership; you risk writing your 

novel by committee. By contrast, you can greatly benefit from the 

expertise of a reputable online group with a fluctuating membership. 

Having a wider range of suggestions to sift through will improve your 

own critical judgment.  

For those who either can't find the right critique group or aren't 

comfortable with the idea of joining one, consider a private exchange 

with another writer whom you can trust to be frank. Even published 

writers often have private readers: one or more persons who act as a 
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sounding board for ideas or who provide a second pair of eyes to 

catch those things the writer missed.  

Secret # 3: Rewriting Takes Time (and it doesn't matter how or 
when you do it)  

Among the books on writing that address the topic of revision, most 

will tell you that writing and rewriting are separate skills and can't be 

intermingled--one is a function of the subconscious-driven, creative 

part of our brain, and the other requires an analytical dispassion 

worthy of Mr. Spock. At best, this is a half-truth, meaning it's true for 

some writers but not for others.  

Related to this is a second oft-heard rule, this one an out-and-out 

myth: you must finish the entire first draft before revising.  

For most people, a first draft implies a complete draft, from prologue 

to epilogue. But not everyone writes that way. Diana Gabaldon, 

author of the best-selling Outlander series, says, "I get asked, 'How 

many drafts do you go through?' all the time. The answer is either 

'one' or 'infinity,' but I don't know how to tell the difference. I don't 

write, leave, come back later and revise.  I work slow and fiddle 

constantly, so the revision is pretty much done as part of the original 

writing.  By the time I'm done with a scene, I'm done with it."  

You may write like that, or you may be the sort of writer who finds it 

impossible to mix writing and rewriting. You burn your way through 

the story in a blaze of creativity and then, depending on whether you 
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have a tendency to over-write or under-write, you're faced with the 

task of either pruning a jungle or coaxing a desert to bloom.  

Bottom line, however, is that it doesn't matter whether your first draft 

equals one sentence or an entire novel. You can either revise as you 

go or you can wait until you have the whole thing down in rough form, 

and then wade into it, machete and napalm close at hand. Only you 

know what works best for you, and one method is not necessarily 

superior to another.  

So revise whenever you like--and take your time about it. Novel-

writing is not something that should be hurried. I once heard a prolific 

author (who publishes several novels a year) tell a workshop full of 

novice writers the only way to write well is to write very fast and never 

stop to look back, getting it all down in one sustained effort, 

somewhat like laying asphalt.  

The idea behind that, I believe, is to short-circuit the internal editor so 

you can write more creatively. That's fine, if it works for you and if 

you're then willing to make revisions with more finesse. For myself, if 

I write fast, I get pond scum, and I'm not willing to revise an entire 

novel's worth of pond scum. Easier for me to do it as I go, immersing 

myself in the words, stretching, prodding, and rearranging them. 

Good novels are carefully shaped, like clay on a potter's wheel. 

Unlike laying asphalt, this is time-consuming, but it gets far more 

artistic results.  
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Harry Shaw, mentioned in the first paragraph of this article, went on 

to say, "Those unwilling to revise and rewrite are skipping a major 

step toward becoming better writers." And I will add this:  if you can't 

or don't revise, you'll never develop your story's potential. A quality 

novel has fully realized characters, a well-constructed plot, and 

smooth prose, but these rarely happen in the first stages of writing, 

only through rewriting. To achieve these goals, you need patience. 

You need an artist's eye. You need objectivity. And the good news is, 

you will acquire and hone these attributes through the revision 

process. True writing is rewriting.  
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Reading is Fundamental  
By Valerie Serdy  

© 2002, Valerie Serdy  

 

Holly Lisle recently ran a survey on her site asking folks to pick the 

most important non-writing skill a writer could have.  The list included 

such obvious choices as editing and critiquing, but the listing for 

reading baffled me.  How is reading a skill writers need, I wondered?  

What does reading even mean to a writer?  Critically analyzing every 

sentence and paragraph, or simply enjoying a good yarn?  

After giving it some thought and a good conversation in chat, I 

realized that all of my reading affects how and what I write.  Non-

fiction teaches me new things and gives me new ideas.  That was 

obvious, but  less obvious was how reading fiction changed my 

writing.  I don't read critically; I read to enjoy a story.  However, every 

once in a while a writer does something truly wonderful (or truly 

stupid) and I am thrown out of the story in an attempt to understand 

what they have done. These are the times I've learned something 

about the way I write, the way I want to write, or the way I don't want 

to write.  

For example, one of my favorite fantasy writers today is Barbara 

Hambly.  I love her lyrical, almost-casual descriptions.  Her color 

vocabulary is astonishing.  Light is apricot; a black and yellow dress 

is jet and jonquil.  Scents are placed so precisely I've never felt they 
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were added just to complete a laundry-list description.  I simply do not 

get bored reading her descriptions, though I might skip another 

author's descriptive paragraphs.  In my own writing, I try to emulate 

Hambly's ability to describe something simply but in a way that is 

unusual or provides a dream-like quality to a piece.  

I also love Hambly's dialogue.  To my recollection, her writing has 

never included a pair of talking heads.  Her characters eat, dice, 

drink, and think while talking.  And while I love that her dialogue is 

never boring, there have been instances where so much happens 

between person A speaking and person B speaking that I have had to 

backtrack a paragraph or two to remind myself that I am still reading 

an on-going conversation.  I've thought sometimes that Hambly's 

characters must always pause for five to ten seconds before opening 

their mouths to speak.  

Enter Roger Zelazny.  His dialogue quite often continues for a page 

or more with nary a dialog tag to be seen.  Usually, this is not a 

problem because his characters speak with such different styles that 

it is easy to distinguish them.  However, a well-placed "he said" would 

certainly alleviate my confusion at times.  

My response?  Take the best each writer has to offer.  Use Zelazny's 

ability to create varied styles of vocabulary and manners of speaking 

to identify individual characters, and then add in Hambly's ability to 

keep dialog from becoming boring by providing a glimpse into what 

each character is doing or thinking while speaking.  
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While I have learned and chosen to emulate specific techniques 

through my reading, my writing has also been influenced in much 

larger, less easily imitated areas.   

I fell in love with the first two books of Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time 

series.  I slowly became disillusioned with books three and four and 

quit the series shortly thereafter.  It felt like the plot had gotten away 

from Jordan and had become ungainly and scattered.  When I  

finished a book,  I asked myself, "What happened?"  I never want 

anyone to read my own work and wonder the same thing, and this 

has deeply affected my revising.  As I go through each chapter I ask 

myself, "What happened?"  If I can only say, well, the main character 

wallowed about in self-pity for a while before going to eat dinner, I cut 

that chapter completely or at least shorten it considerably.  I've also 

begun outlining what should happen in each chapter to make sure the 

conflict continues to build, action continues to move forward, and I 

never have to ask myself, "What happened?"  

Other fantasy series have also affected my writing.  I started Kate 

Elliot's Jaran series and fell in love with Tess, the main character.  I 

eagerly grabbed books two and three and am now stalled somewhere 

in the middle of book four.  The problem?  I fell in love with Tess and 

as the series progressed and the plot got bigger, less and less of the 

story was about her.  I found myself counting the pages till her next 

scene.   

Bait and switch.  I fell in love with one character, only to have that 

character moved out of the spotlight.  Again, this affects my revision 
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as I try to make sure no secondary character starts to outshine my 

protagonist.  I've also avoided adding a prologue that might star 

different characters than the body of the novel.  

Reading widely has done two other things for me:  It has guided the 

ideas that I actually turn into stories and warned me of clichés.  After 

reading an article about the Shanghai Armoury Tower, I desperately 

wanted to write an SF story with some kind of moral point about 

growing up in a completely enclosed space.  However, my reading 

has shown me that this idea was old back when science fiction was 

young and almost every story had a moral point to make about the 

use of technology.  That story has been placed on the backburner 

until I can come up with a more original spin.   

Every genre has its cachet of clichés, but it seems sometimes that 

fantasy especially revels in producing novels that feel just the same 

as the one before.  Main characters sharing similar backgrounds 

(usually orphans) wandering through a typical landscape riding a 

typical horse gathering typical plot coupons until they have travailed 

enough to vanquish the Big Bad at the end.  Reading widely in the 

genre in which I plan to write alerts me to these clichés and allows 

me to banish them from my own writing.  

Reading is fundamental.  I would never have discovered that without 

taking the time to think about Holly's survey.  Through my casual 

reading I've discovered what stories to write and which to put on the 

backburner to wait for a fresher viewpoint.  By reading constantly and 

widely in a particular genre, I've learned the clichés to avoid in my 
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own writing.  By reading outside my genre, I've learned new skills and 

gathered new ideas to add to my stories.  By reading everything, I've 

learned techniques I'd like to emulate and those I wish to avoid.  I 

can't think of any writing skill in my bag of tricks that has done so 

much for me with so little effort.  I finally understand why Stephen 

King recommends writers read at least four hours a day.   

So what's next on your list to read? 
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Confessions of a Blunt Critiquer  
By Andi Ward  

© 2002, Andi Ward  

 

I am a blunt critiquer. I have even been called a harsh critiquer. In 

general, I am not called nasty, cruel, or destructive, although blunt or 

harsh critiques are held to be nasty, cruel, or destructive because it 

hurts the author's feelings to have her work flayed so openly. Though 

I never intend to hurt another writer's feelings, my experience has 

taught me that stating anything less than what I understand as the 

truth is lying to the author, and that is a much larger hurt than telling 

the truth.  

This piece is not to justify why I critique as I do. This is to explain the 

difference between a blunt but constructive critique and a blunt, 

destructive one -- and what to do should you receive a blunt critique.  

Blunt critiques take on many forms. It is impossible to judge how 

constructive or destructive the critique is simply by how bad they 

make you feel. The key is in the wording of the comments 

themselves. Even more so, it has to do with what you do with the 

critique afterward.  

Constructive commentary always focuses solely on the work itself. 

Noting whether or not a passage does what it is obviously intended to 

do is constructive, with or without suggestions on how to improve. 
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Flat-out statements like "The story is interesting, the characters are 

good, but I think you would do better if the book had a plot" or "I think 

I've put more time and energy into critiquing this than you put into 

writing it" are actually constructive critiques though it may not seem 

that way upon first read. The first directly states where the biggest 

problem in the work is, while the second says that the piece feels 

rushed, "unloved" by the author, or both rushed and unloved. The 

second remark merely does not state the problem clearly.  

Constructive comments can also take the form of something shocking 

that lights a fire under the author and gets her moving again. This is a 

tricky form of blunt commentary, and it helps if the critiquer knows the 

author extremely well. What is inspiration to one writer is likely to be 

devastating to another. For instance, I was once told "This is shit. I 

know this is shit, 'cause you pulled it out of your ass to make 

deadline." I took this as a challenge to do better, because this 

critiquer was a friend of mine and we knew each other well. When I 

convey this comment to others, I am often met with looks of abject 

horror that someone would actually say this in a critique.  

A destructive critique centers personally on the writer, on his abilities 

to do the work, his ideas, his ambitions. It intends to undermine his 

confidence. Often the conscious or unconscious reason for such 

things is to get the writer to stop writing all together. Comments like "I 

hate everything you do and I wish to God that you'd stop writing" or 

"You masturbated all over these pages and I was ashamed to read 
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this" are plainly destructive since they offer no clue to what might be 

ailing in the work and instead strike directly at the writer.  

I have received all of these comments over the years, either from 

friends or critique partners. While all of them have hurt and angered 

me, and many have made me cry, all of them have turned out to be 

beneficial in the long run and improved my writing.  

Pain comes from comfort being breached in some way. All writers will 

get to a point where they are comfortable with their writing style, with 

how stories come together, flow, and are written out. This will actually 

happen many times during the course of a writer's experience and 

career. Eventually writers become passive in examining their own 

work, convinced that they finally have it down and this work will be 

the one that makes it big for them. It is human nature to want to be in 

that comfort zone and to hate anything that tries to disturb us once 

we've achieved it. Blunt critiques do exactly that--they force the writer 

out of the comfort zone and challenge the deep need to have 

everything be wonderful. They force the writer into the painful 

awareness that she hasn't achieved her goal yet, that there is still 

work to be done.  

Constructive critiques, even blunt ones, make their points obvious. 

Once the pain fades to an ache, once the temper stops flaring (which 

can take days or months sometimes), the writer needs to decide 

whether or not to take the comments to heart and work on the 

problems pointed out--just like in any other critique.  
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Destructive critiques, on the other hand, are not so obviously 

beneficial, though they can be twisted that way if the writer 

approaches them with a positive mindset. A destructive critiquer is 

likely to have dug deep into the work to find the weakest link there 

and hit you with it. That kind of blunt, destructive critique does a writer 

a wonderful favor: discovering the hidden weak link and exposing it. If 

the writer can look honestly at that weak link and fix it, his work is 

stronger for the critique. The original intention of the critiquer is foiled 

and, as strange as it sounds, it becomes a constructive commentary.  

If it is merely an "I hate you and everything you do" comment, there is 

not much one can do besides dismiss it and go on. I have received 

truly destructive commentary several times, including from my very 

first writers' group. I know people who have given devastating 

critiques to the author while telling friends that this was the best thing 

they'd ever read. Often after receiving destructive critiques, I found 

out through other sources that the critiquer felt threatened by my work 

or was reacting to something negative in his own life at the time. Thus 

I am usually able to take destructive critiques with the mindset that 

the real problem is theirs and not connected to my work or me. It 

doesn't stop the hurt, but it helps the healing afterward and keeps me 

going. It often puts a fire in my belly and inspires an "I'll show you" 

response.  

Getting praise for your work always feels good. Everyone deserves 

praise when they've done a good job. Praise, however, does not prod 

a writer out of their comfort zone. It does not dare them to become 
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better than what they are. An honest critique covered with praise is 

often missed because the author focuses on the good commentary 

rather than the challenges of anything they see as painful or negative. 

I have often received critiques that were so careful to be tactful and 

not to offend that all real commentary was buried deeper than pirate 

treasure. Blunt critique, done constructively, draws an author out, 

makes him aware, and double-dog-dares him to push harder to 

master writing's many challenges. It reminds both critiquer and writer 

that writing is a craft that is a constant learning experience, a never-

ending chance for growth and improvement, even through the hurt -- 

and an experience well worth the effort.  
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Giving and Receiving Critiques:  
An Exercise in Objectivity  

By David Stone  

© 2002, David Stone  

 

One of the biggest problems I have with critiquing a piece of fiction is 

my tendency to relax and enjoy the story. When I read, I switch off my 

analytical mind and let the story Entertain. Only later – maybe after 

I’ve read it a few times, or if discussing it with someone else – will I 

start to pick up on faults and niggles within the structure. Until then I 

let them slide and go with the flow of the story.  

This is great for entertainment, but it’s not good when giving critiques. 

To provide a good critique, I need to be able to take a step back from 

my normal level of reading. I need to disregard the fact that it’s a 

good story, that I like the characters, that I like the author. A degree 

of coolness is required to maintain an objective mind.  

In this article, I’ve endeavoured to pull together some of the tricks I’ve 

come across to help keep my mind on how to analyse fiction. At 

school we were always told to ‘read it, analyse it and write an essay.’ 

Books on writing also advise ‘read books and see what methods 

those authors are using.’ No one ever said how. This is what I’ve 

figured out on that how.  
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The first step is to read the story as a story. I sink into it and let it 

wash me along its route. This is important for two reasons: first, it 

ensures I already know the story, where it’s going, and what its 

purpose is before I critique it; second, if it fails to pick me up and 

sweep me along, then I’ve already discovered a basic failing.  

I then re-read the story, but make a definite effort to be cool and 

objective. I do this by changing the way I read. First, I sit at a table 

with the manuscript, a note pad and a pen and pencil in front of me. 

This is a signal to my mind that I’m actually working, not merely 

reading. Second, I alter what I’m looking for. Instead of going with the 

flow of the story, I observe how the flow goes: the logic that makes 

each step work with the one before and the one ahead. I look at the 

characters as characters, rather than people, and see whether they 

maintain their validity, what they’re doing, how they work the story 

around them. Another way of keeping my mind in critique mode 

during this session is to be fairly brutal and make a deliberate effort to 

find fault. I mark the manuscript with numbered asterisks in pencil 

and write comments on the note pad. This way, if I later decide a 

comment is too much of a nitpick, I haven’t made the manuscript 

illegible with my scrawls.  

After this, I re-read the story and look for spelling, punctuation and 

grammar errors. I don’t worry too much over this since I’m not exactly 

a leading expert on that subject, and any obvious mistakes tend to 

leap off the page while I’m reading. I do it as a final objective read-

through: sometimes, while looking for such errors, I’ll spot a logic hole 
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or character flaw that I didn’t see before. Finally, I will re-read the 

story as a story again, to remind myself that its ultimate purpose is 

entertainment. While doing this, I will note good points – the parts that 

really work well. They are just as valid in a critique, plus they help 

take the sting out of it!  

This is a long process, but I find it’s necessary to give a fair critique. I 

can read a story, think it’s brilliant and tell the author so, but that 

won’t help. Gratifying though it is to know a reader liked a story, an 

author really needs more feedback. By using this process, I find I’m 

able to offer the writer more.  

Although it is possible to thoroughly critique one’s own work, most 

authors, myself included, prefer to get another person’s opinion. 

When doing so, however, the same clear-headed objectivity is 

needed. I find that, after all the work that’s gone into writing it, a story 

feels very much like a piece of my own flesh, still attached. Any attack 

on it will hurt me.  

Sadly, I’ve learned from experience that the best critiques are the 

ones that do hurt, because they dig into the problem areas that I’m 

too close to see. Some say a thick skin is needed to take a blunt 

critique, but I say coolness of mind is needed. I need to be able to 

step back from the beloved, perfectly sculpted flesh-of-my-flesh story 

and see it for the pile of paper and ink that it is. I need to accept the 

fact that it is not, and will never be, perfect and assume that it needs 

a good roasting to get it into order.  
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How to do this? One way that can work for me is to play the game of 

Extremes. First, I read the critique through with the assumption that 

the critic is a total waste of space. I find fault with every comment. I 

scowl and curse and complain about the ineptitude of critics 

everywhere and throw the critique down in disgust when I’ve finished 

reading. It gets it all out of my system. Then I have a good laugh 

about it – it is just game, after all.  

After a break, or even next day, I re-read the critique. This time I do 

so with a view to acknowledging the validity of every comment. Every 

comment: I assume I am totally inept and the critic is God’s gift to 

writing. The harder a comment is for me to accept, the more valid that 

comment must be.  

After that, the next time I pick up the critique, it’s generally easier to 

read it objectively and with a cool mind. Now I begin to see where the 

truly valid points are, where I need to consider making alterations, 

and where I disagree with the critic. This is important: it doesn’t do to 

re-write the story in the image of every critic’s view. As author, I need 

to maintain my own vision, but at the same time find the middle 

ground. Above all, if the critic has misunderstood some vital piece of 

information, I have to accept the probability that it is because I, as 

author, failed to explain it sufficiently.  

Remember that criticism needs to be honest. If someone asks you to 

do a critique, work on the assumption that they want the truth. If you 

ask someone to do a critique on your work, accept the fact that they 

will be truthful. Maintaining an objective mind is vital for both 
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processes. Without it, it is too easy to only see the good points in a 

friend’s manuscript, and certainly it’s too easy to be hurt or offended. 

Keep a clear head, step back from the work and the process 

becomes a bit easier and a lot less painful. After all, there are 

countless millions who will never even read your story – rejoice in the 

ones who do.  
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Revision and Submission  
By Heidi Elizabeth Smith  

© 2002, Heidi Elizabeth Smith  

 

After spending an enormous amount of time slaving away at the 

computer, risking ergonomic injury in order to get the work in 

progress (WIP) finished (at last), the first thing most writers want to 

do is print out their spoiled eighteen-year-old with an attitude the size 

of Texas and ship it off to the nearest editor. Sure, after investing 

hours of work, listening to the WIP’s cries and demands, who 

wouldn’t want the brat out of the house?  

Hey. Not so fast. It’s not that simple. The first thing you should do is 

wait. Yes, I said wait. That means print out the manuscript (or leave it 

on the computer, if that’s easier) and stash it away in a drawer 

somewhere for a couple of weeks (this varies by person; some need 

only a couple of days and others need months). During this time 

period, do whatever you want -- take a vacation, hold a party during 

your normal writing hours, or get to work on the next story/novel.  

At the end of these two weeks, get your manuscript out of the drawer 

and read it front to back. Be prepared: it will not look anywhere near 

as “perfect” as it did when you finished it. In fact, you might even 

wonder, How the hell did I ever think this was any good? This is the 

time for revision. Read through your manuscript and mark plot holes, 
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clichés, character stupidities (i.e., where the only thing keeping the 

story going is the characters acting like idiots), inconsistencies, and 

so on, and fix them. For this article, let’s assume that your manuscript 

has a minimal number of those problems. Once you’ve fixed them, 

read the manuscript again -- aloud. This time, you’re reading for basic 

style, word choice, and spelling/grammar errors. Even if you are 

completely positive that there are no spelling/grammar errors, do it. I 

guarantee it; you will be amazed at how many things you’ve caught -- 

especially spelling miss-steaks. There are a lot of things spell-

checkers won’t catch, especially if you type fast. When I type fast, I 

have a tendency to transpose letters--usually the checker will catch 

them, but not all the time. For example, I often mistype “bear” as 

“bare,” and vice-versa. Now, an editor will assume that you don’t 

know how to use the word properly, and this will not act in your favor.  

Also, sometimes the keyboard won’t register a keystroke; I’ve had 

many inadvertent gender-changes (“she” to “he”) that way. But the 

worst result of a lost keystroke was when I meant to type “Her heart 

jumped into her throat”; instead, it came out as “Her hart jumped into 

her throat.” The two are not quite synonymous...  

Okay, so the spell-checker sucks -- what about the grammar 

checker?  

I hate to break it to you, but the grammar checker is even more 

unreliable than the spell-checker. If you have a good grasp of English 

grammar, it’s a good supplement for the things you don’t catch, but if 

not, you’re better off without it. (If you don’t know English grammar, 
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buy a copy of Strunk and White’s Elements of Style, or find it on the 

Internet -- now.)  

Seriously, the grammar checkers are no good if you don’t know 

grammar well enough to recognize when it’s wrong. Here are some 

examples of “incorrect” grammar, according to Word 2000, and the 

recommended fixes:   

“Yes, Father,” Julienne replied obediently, while inwardly 

snarling. (Word 2000: Should have a comma after 

“Julienne.”) 

She stopped for a moment as the Duke’s voice rose an 

octave. (Word 2000: “Rose” should be “raised.”) 

If it wouldn’t have caused such a huge scandal, she 

would’ve worn one of her mother’s gowns. (Word 2000: 

“Have” should be “had.”) 

“Shouldn’t--argue--with--my--betters?” Sirola repeated, ... 

getting angrier and angrier as she accentuated each and 

every word with painful accuracy. (Word 2000: “With” 

should be “at.”) 

(Now for the best...)   

With that, she stepped around the bench and was about 

to dart for the door when Aarmin caught her arm and 

swirled her around so their bodies touched. (Word 2000: 
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“Their” should be “there.”) 

All of these supposed “corrections,” had I used them, would’ve made 

my manuscript so grammatically incorrect that it probably would’ve 

been rejected out of hand. This was by no means a comprehensive 

list...these all were the best from two chapters in a single manuscript.  

In an ideal world, editors would be kind and forgiving towards human 

and computer error. Most are, to a certain extent, but they are also 

quite swamped. They don’t have the time to wade through a typo-

ridden, grammatically incorrect manuscript. Check your manuscript 

thoroughly before submission. Reading it aloud is the best way to 

ensure that you’ve eliminated most errors. Maybe you won’t catch 

every single one of them, but at least you’ll have cut them down 

tremendously.  

Okay -- you’ve checked your manuscript and have fixed plot 

problems, inconsistencies, and spelling and grammar errors. Now 

what? Well, you can do one of two things. You can wait another two 

weeks and check the manuscript again (do I hear a groan?), or you 

can prepare it for submission.  

First of all, choose the publisher you want to submit it to and find their 

guidelines (which will usually be on their website; if not, try places like 

Writer’s Digest [http://www.writersdigest.com ] or Ralan’s 

Webstravaganza [http://www.ralan.com] for speculative fiction). Pay 

attention to them!  If they say “No Talking Computer Stories,” and 

yours is about a talking computer, this is not the place to send it. 

http://www.writersdigest.com/
http://www.ralan.coom/
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Some of the guidelines will note their preferred manuscript format; 

follow it. If they want you to send the story on pink and purple striped 

paper written in 8-pt. script with a dot-matrix printer, do it. Most 

publishers, however, will take one look at the above-mentioned 

formatting and reject it. If there is no mention in the guidelines about 

a preferred format, use standard manuscript format.   

What is standard manuscript format, anyway?   

Generally, your manuscript should be double-spaced in 12 point 

Courier or Courier New font. Some publishers don’t mind fonts like 

Arial or Times New Roman, but Courier New is the standard and, to 

the best of my knowledge, will be accepted by everyone. Print on only 

one side of the page (and use white paper; bright colors are hard on 

the editor’s eyes).   

DON’T:  

• ...Submit a handwritten story, no matter how legible; it may 

have been acceptable once, but with the advent of the personal 

computer, editors are no longer willing to strain their eyes in 

attempt to read someone’s handwritten manuscript. If you don’t 

have a computer, ask a friend who does if you could type it up 

on hers and print it.  Or check around town -- most libraries 

have computers now, and so do many community colleges.  

• ...Use “script” or “novelty” fonts -- these may look good on the 

screen, but they’re as bad as handwriting for the editor.  

• ...Double-space the manuscript by adding an extra space after 
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word. Double-spacing is when you have an empty space 

between each line of prose. It’s a feature usually found under 

“paragraph” and “line spacing” in MS Word.  

• ...Staple your story together; use paperclips.  

• ...Send your manuscript in a Pampers box liberally dusted 

with baby powder; it’s been done (and it wasn’t that original to 

begin with).  

• ...Send money. The editor, if honest, will just send it back; if 

he’s not honest, he’ll just write and ask you for more (can you 

spell “s-c-a-m”?).  

• ...Send pictures of yourself. The editor doesn’t need to know 

how drop-dead gorgeous, or vice versa, you are; the only thing 

that matters is the story.  

• ...Say that your story is the greatest ever, that it’ll make the 

editor rich, that you’re the next Hemingway, etc., in the cover 

letter. It just makes you sound like a babbling buffoon.  

   

A lot of writers confuse novel cover letters with short story cover 

letters, and will send a synopsis for a short story. Do not do this!  

There are many great articles on cover letters on the Internet, and 

they’re not hard to find. Speculations [http://www.speculations.com] 

and SFWA [http://www.sfwa.org] are good places to start, although 

they’re mostly geared towards speculative fiction writers. They also 

have some more extensive articles on standard manuscript format, if 

you need more information.  

http://www.speculations.com/
http://www.sfwa.org/
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Well, now that you’ve proofread your manuscript and formatted it 

properly, you’re ready to go. Paperclip the hummer together, slap it in 

the manila envelope with a cover letter and an SASE, toss some 

stamps on, and head for the mailbox.  
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You Mean Somebody Likes It?  
By Krista Heiser  

© 2002, Krista Heiser  

 

Rejection never suited me.  Not even a little.  The most professional, 

non-aggressive, literary rejections left seeping wounds of self-doubt.   

Their "thanks, but no thanks" told me little except that my work was 

not good enough--not good enough to publish, and certainly not good 

enough to earn an explanation of why it was deemed unfit.   

Once, I would have tossed the story into the trash with a defeated 

sigh.  I would have avoided writing out of pure self-pity.  I was, after 

all, untalented and unwanted.  I simply did not have whatever it was 

the agents or editors of this world were craving to read.  I could not 

consider myself a writer.  

So I stopped writing -- for several years, in fact.  

I became a wife, a mother, a full-time employee, and ignored the 

impromptu visits of so many fanciful thoughts--some in the strangest 

of places and at the most inappropriate times.  Not a single poem or 

short story found its way onto paper.  They remained locked firmly 

away behind a door marked "unworthy."  I was not a writer, not 

anymore.  So I refused to write and focused my attention on friends, 

family, and obligations.   
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This blind refusal could not last.  Those stories begged to be told.  

They haunted my waking hours and infiltrated my dreams.  My 

resolve wavered until one day I found myself sitting in the backyard 

with pen and paper in hand as I watched my boys play.  I composed 

two short poems that day, poems about these little cherubs.  Those 

poems are mine.  I wrote them for myself, not for an agent or an 

editor.  I wrote them because I felt compelled to write them by a force 

within me that refused to be ignored even one more day.  

Before long, I found myself surfing the Internet in search of writing 

sites.   I joined one and found more encouragement there than I had 

ever imagined possible.  A torrent of short stories poured out of me.  I 

welcomed critiques and was grateful to find positives mingled 

throughout the helpful hints and outright corrections.  I returned the 

favor and soon discovered I was once again addicted to writing.  

Although I hadn't attained publication, I was sharing my stories with 

people who seemed genuinely interested in my writing.  

It hasn't even been a year since I joined that first site.  Since then I 

have joined one other, Holly Lisle's Forward Motion.  Again, I found 

encouragement and an even greater level of constructive criticism.  

Many of the errors overlooked by previous readers were brought to 

my attention and I could chose to ignore the advice or implement it.  

In many cases, I willingly agreed with the person who had taken the 

time and care to give such a detailed critique and I made the 

recommended change.  Through the help of people like these, my 

writing has improved.  I owe each of them my gratitude.  
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I owe them my first acceptance.   

Braving the risk of rejection, I submitted a short story to a small e-

zine.  I knew others had done the same, and I didn't have high 

expectations.  The writers I was up against were no slouches.  Their 

work was impressive and moving.  I prepared myself for the 

inevitable, for the customary rejection I typically received.  Then I 

waited.  

Since my submission had been made electronically, I received 

notification through email.  As I read the first few words, a stirring of 

excitement weakened my defenses.  The editor of the e-zine was 

interested!  More than that, she would pay me a small fee for the 

piece, which she would be featuring.  She asked for a brief bio to post 

on the site and offered her congratulations.   

And all I could think was….you mean somebody likes it?  

This small acceptance, my very first, made me realize perhaps my 

dreams are not unattainable.  Perhaps I am worthy of success if I'm 

willing to work hard enough, accept criticism, and put my heart and 

soul into my work.  I think this a lesson I should have learned long 

ago but was too stubborn and prideful to fully grasp when I was in the 

grips of self-pity. 
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The Good, the Bad, and the Icky 
Proposals That Sell/Don't Sell Your Novel  

By S. L. Viehl  

© 2002, S. L. Viehl  

 

Any writer will tell you finishing a novel isn't easy.  For every 

completed novel ever written, there are ten thousand partial 

manuscripts sitting in desk drawers, filing cabinets, or closets, 

gathering dust.  Completing that last page is a real achievement, but 

it's also the first part of a new journey.  

Now What Do I Do With It?  

We'll assume you didn't write your novel to make it into a six-and-a-

half-pound doorstop, and that you want to submit it for consideration 

for publication.  You'll need to research which publishers are looking 

for novels like yours, and if they accept unagented submissions (or, if 

you have an agent, you make him/her do this).  Once you decide 

which publisher is right for you, then you put together your novel 

proposal.  

Can't I Just Mail Them the Manuscript?  

There are a very few publishers who still accept unsolicited, complete 

manuscripts, but they're becoming scarce.  In today's publishing 

world, editors simply don't have the time to read four hundred pages 
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to decide if they want to buy your novel.  They may have time to read 

a query letter, and maybe a synopsis, and if you're really lucky, three 

sample chapters.  The publisher's guidelines will tell you exactly what 

you need to prepare for your novel proposal.  

But I've Never Written A Novel Proposal  

That's why we're here.  I'm going to give you a rundown on how to 

write a novel proposal, using real examples of what I've actually 

submitted, what sold – and didn't sell – and what probably made the 

editor keel over and roll on the floor, laughing.  Think of it as the 

good, the bad, and the icky.  

Defining the Components of a Proposal  

1.          Query Letter – this is a one- to two-page cover letter, 

in standard business format, introducing yourself and your 

novel idea to the editor.   

2.          Sample Chapters – depending on the publisher's 

guidelines, the first one to three complete chapters of your 

novel, in manuscript form.  

3.          Chapter Summaries – depending on publisher 

guidelines, an outline of each chapter one paragraph to one 

page in length.  
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4.          Synopsis – depending on the genre, a two- to twenty-

page detailed outline of the plot of the entire novel, including 

brief descriptions of characters and settings.  

The Query Letter  

This is the first thing the editor sees that represents your writing 

talent, so this is where you really want to shine.  The query letter 

introduces you to the editor and provides that “first impression” that 

we all want to make as favorable as possible.  To kick things off, let 

me show you the most successful query letter I've ever written:     

The Good Query 
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S.L. Viehl  

P.O. Box 9295  

Coral Springs, FL  33075  

Phone: (123) 456-7890 FAX: (098)765-4321  

E-mail:  StarDocMail@aol.com  

   

February 1, 1999  

   

Writer's Digest  

1507 Dana Avenue  

Cincinnati, OH  45207  

   

Re:  Submission for Chronicle Article  

   

Dear Editor:   

What could go wrong when an interested editor calls and 
asks you to send a manuscript overnight?  Everything!   

I've enclosed my article, "Nothing can Possibly Go Wrong 
Now" for your consideration.  It is 770 words in length, 
and takes a humorous look at what happens when a writer 
isn't prepared for that particular phone call.   

If you have any questions, please contact me at (123)456-
7890 or at the e-mail address above.  Thanks for reading 
this and I look forward to hearing from you.   

Sincerely,  

S.L. Viehl  
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 What's so great about this query letter?  It's short, sweet, and gets 

right to the point – in half a page.  If you can fit everything onto one 

page, do it.  The only thing I would change now about this letter is 

that I'd find out the name of the editor.  Now, for something a little 

longer: the actual letter that I wrote when submitting StarDoc, my first 

published novel.      

(Same author heading) 
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S.L. Viehl  

P.O. Box 9295  

Coral Springs, FL  33075  

Phone: (123) 456-7890 FAX: (098)765-4321   

   

   

January 5, 1998  

   

Daw Books, Inc.  

375 Hudson Street 3rd Floor  

New York, New York  

   

Attention:  Mr. Peter Stampfel  

            Editor  

   

Dear Mr. Stampfel:   

Have you ever thought about being a doctor?  Dreamed 
of traveling to other worlds?  What would it be like 
to do both?  You could try watching episodes of "Star 
Trek" and "E.R." simultaneously, or read my novel 
"StarDoc - Border FreeClinic."   

Dr. Cherijo Grey Veil leaves a future Earth for the 
distant colony of Kevarzangia Two on the border of 
unexplored space.  The daughter of a renown 
scientist, she must escape after discovering the 
secret of her Father's illegal experimentation on 
human DNA.   

With no experience treating alien life forms, Cherijo 
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struggles as a trauma physician at the FreeClinic.  
Her shifts are certainly never dull.  Whether 
delivering terrorist's babies at gunpoint, or 
preventing a suicidal patient from blowing up the 
facility, Cherijo confronts each challenge with humor 
and unyielding dedication.     

As she adjusts to her new life, Cherijo searches for 
a cure to prevent a mysterious contagion from 
becoming an epidemic.  While K-2 erupts into chaos, 
her Father attempts to forcibly return her to Earth.  
Cherijo must stop the threat of disaster and face the 
truth that she herself is her Father's ultimate 
experiment.   

I have worked in both military and civilian trauma 
centers and have drawn on my personal medical 
experience to lend authenticity to the story.  My 
novel is approximately 107,000 words in length.    

I do not send out simultaneous submissions, 
consequently a prompt reply would be greatly 
appreciated.  Please use the SASE enclosed for your 
convenience.  A synopsis, sample chapters, or the 
entire manuscript can be forwarded immediately upon 
request.   

Thank you for your consideration.   

   

Sincerely,  

S.L. Viehl  
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Because Daw's guidelines asked for a query letter only, I used both 

an opening hook and details about the novel.  If you're submitting a 

synopsis and/or sample chapters, it's not necessary to put this much 

story detail into the query letter.  Also, Avon Eos editor Diana Gill 

brought up a valid point during her online conference at 

HollyLisle.com recently – some editors don't like hard-sell opening 

hook lines.  If you'd prefer to go with a subtler opening, you can start 

your query letter with, “I would like to submit my (genre) novel 'This is 

the Title' for your consideration.”  Then you can go directly into a new 

paragraph with the general description of the story.     

The Bad Query  

Here's an example of what you don't want to do when you're writing a 

query letter: 
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Elizabeth Kelly  

P.O. Box 9295  

Coral Springs, FL  33075  

   

May 15, 1995  

   

New Directions Publishing Corp.  

80 Eighth Avenue  

New York, NY  10011  

   

Attention:  Managing Editor  

   

Dear Sir or Madam:   

An abused, neglected child was saved by the poetry of 
John Keats, a demon, and her own will to survive.  
"The Apes of Eden", an experimental form of epic 
poetry, tells her story.  The manuscript is 
approximately 30,000 words in length.  This 
manuscript contains some controversial subject 
matter.  Child abuse, loss of faith, genetic 
identity, and mental illness are closely detailed.  
Please use the SASE enclosed to respond, and thank 
you.   

Sincerely,  

Elizabeth Kelly 
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What's wrong with this query?  Well, just about everything.  First, I 

didn't give the editor any contact information except my address.  I 

didn't bother to find out the name of the editor – and since I didn't 

know the name, I had to use the “Sir or Madam” opener, which only 

dates back to what, the seventeenth century?   

The opening hook may sound interesting, but it was my poetic 

opinion of myself at the time, and had very little to do with the body of 

work I was trying to sell, namely an epic poem that was 4,000 lines 

long. (Don't ever ask me to read my poetry.  Civilization would 

collapse before I got to the end of one.)  

The description is also extremely lame – I hinted at topics instead of 

telling the editor exactly what the poem was about.  A good query 

letter is direct, a bad query letter tiptoes around the subject matter.  

Finally, I put everything into one paragraph.  Try not to write a single 

paragraph, but break it up into manageable, topical portions.  

 

The Icky Query  

From bad to worse – and yes, I actually wrote this letter and mailed it 

out to several dozen publishers: 
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Elizabeth Kelly  

P.O. Box 9295  

Coral Springs, FL  33075  

   

September 19, 1989  

   

Warner Books  

1271 Avenue of the Americas  

New York, NY  10020  

   

Attention:  Romance Editor   

Dear Ms. Editor:   

Did you ever meet a man so infuriating that you’d 
like to push him off the balcony of a high-rise 
building?  Maggie Dayton is tempted to, when she 
clashes and burns with J.R. Trask for the first time!  

Trask is in South Florida for a desperately-needed 
vacation with his little girl Lauren.  He doesn’t 
realize the alluring Maggie, who lives in the beach 
house next to his, is actually an environmental 
activist who writes for a newspaper he owns.  Maggie 
doesn’t know Trask plans to shut down her paper to 
sell off its assets.  Now the fun begins!   

Maggie Dayton is busy clashing with environmental 
felons, creating outrageous publicity stunts, and 
giving her editor an burning ulcer in the process.  
She doesn’t have time for hot romance!         

J.R. Trask is a powerful media mogul who was burned 
by his tragic, bitter first marriage, and determined 
to re-establish a relationship with his estranged 
little girl.  The last thing he needs to interfere 
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with his plans is a love clash with Maggie!     

So, of course, they fall in love!   

Why should you read this manuscript?  “Clash and 
Burn” is 60,000 words you won’t be able to put down!  
   

Sincerely,  

Elizabeth Kelly 
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Okay, if you're done snickering, let's dissect this disaster.  As with the 

bad query, I only had my address as contact information.  But first, 

and foremost, never address an editor as “Ms. Editor” or “Mr. Editor.”  

It's their job, not their name – find out their name.  Do not end every 

paragraph with an exclamation point.  Ms. Editor is going to think 

you're on drugs.  Don't be trite or try to work in cutesy phrases that 

ram your book's title down the editor's throat (count how many times I 

used “clash” and “burn” and you'll see what I mean.)   

Also, don't ramble – I used too many references to Trask, Maggie, 

and Lauren as characters, and not enough about the novel plot.  This 

is writing below professional level.  And, although you may not 

recognize this one, I made a fatal mistake in not doing my homework 

about environmental issues and romance.  The majority of romance 

publishers do not want those issues in their books.  Finally, I ended 

with what I thought was a “hook” ending, but I neglected to thank the 

editor, or mention that I had enclosed an SASE, or use the standard 

closing line “I look forward to hearing from you.”   

(Lord, I can't believe I actually used the phrase “love clash” . . .)  

What About Sample Chapters, Chapter Summaries, and Novel 
Synopses?  

Again, you need to check the guidelines of the publisher to whom you 

intend to submit your proposal, but here are the industry standards:   
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Sample Chapters:  These should be the actual chapters one, two, 

and three of your novel.  Do not send random chapters, every other 

chapter, the last three chapters, etc.  Do not excerpt; send the entire 

chapter.  Do not fold or staple the pages together.  Do not hole punch 

and/or place the chapters in any kind of binder (most editors 

appreciate having them arrive in a plain manila folder.)  Each chapter 

should be printed on plain white paper with dark ink (photocopies are 

okay, as long as they are as dark as the original printer copy), double 

spaced, in Courier 12 point font, with page numbers on the upper 

right hand corner of every page, and a footer with your last name in 

caps, followed by your novel title, centered at the bottom of every 

page, i.e.”  

VIEHL/BioRescue 

 

Following is an actual sample page from “BioRescue,” one of my 

latest submissions: 
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Of course he would.  Onkar noted everything. 
 
He’s probably rehearsing how he’ll give orders already, I 
thought as we entered the field, then added a silent 
entreaty to our guardian stars.  *Duo, keep my tail in one 
piece.* 
 
The Hsktskt are rather unimaginative when it comes to 
setting up displacer mines, so the best way to enter a 
field of them is from an angle.  Each of the proximity-
sensitive mines had been programmed to randomly rotate 
positions, and carried enough charge to blast a nice-sized 
hole through any slow-moving hull.  A snap to get around -- 
if you were a native 'zangian. 
 
Unfortunately, the League transport pilot wasn't.  I saw 
that as soon as I made visual contact, and watched his 
blundering set off three more mines.  “Oh, not good.” 
 
"Mouth-breather,"  Burn muttered. 
 
"Have a little sympathy for the handicapped, ensign."  I 
disengaged auto controls and powered up the boosters.  "Be 
slick now; here we go."  
 
Flying fast and straight was the only way to keep from 
triggering more mines.  Fast I could do; straight was the 
challenge.  While I avoided colliding with the mines in our 
immediate flight path, Burn began targeting the rows ahead 
of us and shooting out a corridor. 

VIEHL/BioRescue 
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Chapter Summaries:  Very similar to the novel synopsis:  A break 

down of the novel by chapter, depending on publisher guidelines, with 

one paragraph to one page describing details of each chapter.  

Synopses:  One more reminder – check your publisher's guidelines 

first to see what length synopsis they would like to see from you.  

Industry standard varies between genres, so this is really important.   

The Good Synopsis  

A good synopsis should be like a conversation with the editor, during 

which you tell him/her about your story.  You want to go into some 

detail about the plot, and to a lesser extent, the characters and 

setting, depending on length restrictions.  You also want to tell the 

entire story to the editor in your synopsis.  Don't hint, don't use 

teasers, just tell it straight out from start to finish.   

The best example is to use an actual submission that I sold, so here 

are the first two pages of the synopsis for “Eternity Row,” StarDoc 

book five: 
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Eternity Row  

A StarDoc Novel  

by S.L. Viehl  

   

Novel Synopsis 

 It’s been two years since Terran Dr. Cherijo 

Torin and her husband, Duncan Reever, have enjoyed 

real freedom.  After escaping the Hsktskt, the 

League, Cherijo’s creator, and her insane brother, 

they’ve reunited with their Jorenian allies on the 

star vessel Sunlace and are leaving League space.  

They’re also getting to know their toddler daughter 

Marel, who was incubated in an embryonic chamber 

during their absence.  Everyone agrees the Terrans 

definitely deserve some downtime.  

 However, Cherijo has some promises to keep:  

first, to visit Oenrall and help her friend Dhreen’s 

dying people;  another to reunite the crossbreed 

Terran Hawk with his alien father; and the last to 

locate her former companion Maggie’s homeworld, and 

learn what the alien woman wants from Cherijo.  All 

three worlds are situated in the Liacos Quadrant, 
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which is largely unexplored.  This delights the 

intrepid Jorenians, but Duncan and the Sunlace’s 

Omorr Senior Healer Squilyp, have some reservations.  

Duncan doesn’t trust Maggie’s motives, while Squilyp 

doesn’t trust Dhreen.  Despite this, Cherijo feels 

obligated to go.  Besides, Dhreen’s people are merely 

sick, Hawk’s people are likely as peaceful as he is, 

and Maggie’s people are extinct.  How much trouble 

can they really get into?  

 On the way to Liacos, Cherijo discovers life on 

board the Sunlace has changed since she once served 

as Senior Healer. Jorenian Captain Xonea has 

instituted mandatory combat training and drills for 

all crew members, including the children.  New, 

disturbingly powerful sonic cannons are kept at full 

readiness.  There are double buffers on each level, 

and the stardrive, helm, and weapons control have 

been additionally safeguarded.  This all seems 

justified when a Hsktskt ship unexpectedly attacks 

and is efficiently destroyed, but Cherijo still 

worries about the future.  

 Both Cherijo and Duncan soon find parenthood 
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isn’t a walk in the park.  Marel is extremely clever 

and adventurous, and has an uncanny ability to get 

into anything, including restricted areas on the 

ship.  Squilyp suggests they test the child to gauge 

her potential, but Cherijo and Duncan have an 

understandable aversion to the idea and veto it.  

Marel isn’t walking through walls, she’s just 

curious.  
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The Bad/Icky Synopsis  

Take your pick, this is about the worst synopsis I've ever written.  At 

the time, I (again) had not done my homework, and merely assumed 

a synopsis was supposed to be one page in length (wrong); that I had 

to put character names and places in caps (unless specified in the 

guidelines, not necessary); I single-spaced and justified it (everything 

should be left-flush with standard indentations) and again my writing 

was not at a professional level – but you read it and be the judge: 
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Clash & Burn  

by Elizabeth Kelly  

Length:  90,000 words  

Series:  Trouble in Paradise  

   

   

 Media Mogul JOHN RILEY TRASK and estranged 
daughter LAUREN travel to So. Fla. for summer 
vacation.  LAUREN befriends next-door neighbor and 
environmental activist MAGGIE DAYTON.  TRASK believes 
MAGGIE to be real estate tycoon BEAU DAYTON'S 
mistress and orders her to stay away from LAUREN.   

 At a reception MAGGIE reveals to TRASK that BEAU 
is her Father, and that she writes as D. DAY for 
GREEN LINK magazine, owned by TRASK.  TRASK makes an 
unexpected offer to syndicate MAGGIE'S work.  MAGGIE 
turns him down.  TRASK and MAGGIE discover their 
mutual attraction. MAGGIE investigates TRASK'S 
mysterious intentions regarding GREEN LINK.  A 
stalker begins threatening MAGGIE.  

 MAGGIE befriends LAUREN, and interviews TRASK 
about GREEN LINK, discovers nothing, agrees to dinner 
with TRASK.  During the date, MAGGIE stages publicity 
event at a company in which TRASK has stock in. 
TRASK prevents her arrest.  TRASK meets MAGGIE'S 
friends LILLY and MADELAINE, argues with MAGGIE about 
LAUREN'S behavior.  

 MAGGIE discovers TRASK'S plan to shut down and 
sell GREEN LINK.  TRASK coerces MAGGIE into taking a 
weekend trip to Sanibel Island with him and LAUREN. 
There TRASK and MAGGIE learn TRASK's deceased ex-wife 
SARAH had secretly abused LAUREN.  TRASK and MAGGIE 
become lovers.  SARAH'S sister LISA arrives.  TRASK 
sends MAGGIE back home with LAUREN, remains behind 
with LISA.  MAGGIE believes LISA and TRASK are 
lovers.  TRASK confronts LISA about SARAH'S abuse and 
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discovers she covered it up.  

 Upon TRASK'S return, MAGGIE tries to warn TRASK 
about her plans for saving GREEN LINK.  TRASK refuses 
to discuss it.  MAGGIE moves for employee buy-out of 
GREEN LINK.  The stalker attacks MAGGIE, TRASK saves 
her life.  TRASK makes erroneous assumption that 
MAGGIE risked LAUREN'S life by not telling him about 
the stalker, and rejects her.  MAGGIE escapes to 
Atlanta.  BEAU convinces MAGGIE to return.  TRASK and 
MAGGIE reunite and marry. 

   

Okay, I Think I'll Make It Into a Doorstop  

Preparing your novel proposal is important, and it's very much a part 

of the professional writer's job.  Even after selling fifteen novels, I still 

have to write at least a synopsis for every book I pitch.  Yet believe it 

or not, it does get easier with each proposal you prepare.  

Don't rush, and do your homework.  Read the publisher's guidelines, 

prepare your submission according to exactly what that publisher 

wants to see, and polish it carefully.  If you're serious about getting 

your novel published, then you want to send out the best possible 

proposal you can put together.  Your novel, and all the hard work you 

put into writing it, deserves nothing less.   
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Color My Revisions  
By Carol Stephenson  

© 2002, Carol Stephenson  

 

When I received a four-page revision letter from a Silhouette editor on 

NORA'S PRIDE, the first thing I did was take a deep breath and 

contact the editor directly about an item I didn't understand.  If you've 

never called an editor, be prepared, as I was patched straight through 

to the editor.  After surviving that call, the second thing I did was sit 

down and tag with red flags those pages for which the editor had 

suggested specific changes.  

While those comments had seemed lengthy in the letter, after I 

tagged them, I could see these changes were neither numerous nor 

extensive.  

Then I rolled my eyes because the next item in the editor's letter was 

major: the editor wanted me to delete or streamline scenes in which 

the hero and heroine were either not together or were together with 

others present.  She also requested more scenes with only the hero 

and heroine.  Since my old scene graph was outdated from previous 

revisions, the time-consuming task of recharting my book to spot the 

problem areas and scenes to delete loomed ahead of me.  This was 

not good, as I needed to do a quick turnaround on the revisions (think 

"first book sale" ribbon for the July national conference).  
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My gaze lit on the packet of color flags, and a light bulb went off.  

I assigned green flags to "hero/heroine not together," orange for 

"together but not alone," and yellow for "alone."  It took me less than 

half an hour to flip through the manuscript and tag each scene with 

the appropriate color flag.  

Voila.  I had a clear, colorful visual aid of what the editor was talking 

about.  Immediately, I could see areas of concentration of a particular 

color and flip to them.  Yep, here were two green scenes I could 

target for elimination and create yellow scenes in their stead.  And oh 

yeah, there were two orange scenes that I could convert into yellow.  

Next time you receive a revision letter, try assigning colors to specific 

items, and see if this will shortcut the for process.  

Color me happy.  
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It's a Small World: A Short 
Discussion on Agents and SF&F 

Publishers  
By Wen Spencer  

© 2002, Wen Spencer  

 

When I set out to sell my first novel, Alien Taste, I blindly followed a 

road someone laid out for me. Chose an agent, I had been warned, 

close to New York City.  Be polite to everyone, I had been told. Like a 

blindfolded adventurer, I set off, determined to succeed.  Now, with 

five books under contract, I can see the hidden landscape and the 

reason for those two warnings. 

The publishing world for SF&F is small, and for lack of a better word, 

incestuous. Yes, there are a growing number of small presses, print-

on-demand, and ebook companies. Experts, however, say that if an 

author's first book is from one of these sources, while it counts as a 

hallmark of being able to finish a work, the quality is questioned. If the 

book was good, why didn't a 'real' publisher accept it? When I told a 

respected magazine editor the name of my publisher, he exclaimed. 

"Roc? Oh! A 'real' publisher." I have heard from numerous sources 

that short story collections from a single author, which the large 

publishers do not often print, and reprints are the only respected 

material for alternate publishing. 
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There are a little more than a dozen 'real' publishers, and all of them 

except Baen have offices in New York City. Because of the corporate 

mergers, many are owned by the same parent company and are 

housed in the same building. Ace and Roc are not only both imprints 

of Penguin Putnam, but share the same floor. DAW is one floor down, 

and has only four people employed. There is a joke that at lunchtime 

the SF&F books at a nearby bookstore are rotated several times in 

two hours. The staff of DAW will come through and face their books. 

Short time later, Ace employees will face their books. And so forth 

and so on. 

A common practice is for anyone who wants to become an editor to 

head for New York, and take any job in a publisher's office: copy 

editor, typesetter, production manager, assistant to an editor, etc. 

They work a few years, and then jump up the job ladder either in the 

same company or with a publisher down the street. A company 

change is especially true as editors move to senior editors positions 

since the openings are rare. 

I sat in on a panel recently with five editors from various publishers, 

chosen at random by the Boskone convention committee. Not only 

did they all know one another, they had also all worked for the same 

Senior Editor at one point or another. I could only marvel that my 

editor (Laura Anne Gilman of Roc Books) could describe the walls 

covered with manuscripts at TOR Books, and the individual style of 

Ace's art director. 
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There are a number of East Coast cons that are heavily attended by 

the publishers, including Boskone in February, Lunacon in March, 

and Philcon in November. At The World Fantasy Convention, the 

professionals seem to outnumber the non-professionals two to one. 

Senior Editors attend the world-class conventions, but if the event is 

on the East Coast, then additional employees also attend. At these 

conventions, editors sit on the same panels; hang out in the green 

room between panels, and party at night together.  More importantly 

to the new writer, so do many agents.  

When people ask me if you need an agent, I say yes, but I also 

delineate a certain breed of agent. The agent you want specializes in 

science fiction and fantasy, lives in or around New York City, has 

rubbed shoulders with these editors at conventions for years, and 

probably has sold other clients' work to them. My first agent was the 

late James Allen. When I was trying to land "Mr. James Allen" as an 

agent, an associate editor at Tor said, "Jim? Oh yeah, he has great 

taste. If he accepts you, let me know and I'll look at your manuscript." 

Recently I told my editor that I had met a big name agent at a tiny 

convention; she told me how the agent first came to conventions 

wearing a suit because in blue jeans he looked like a high school 

student. When he grew a beard, a rumor started that he dyed it gray 

in an attempt to look more respectable because he started to relax 

his dress code. 

Where do you find agents this well known by the editors? The SFWA 

Membership Directory has a listing of agents who are associate 
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members of SFWA and there is a cross listing of the members they 

represent. Any SFWA agent is a good bet, but study their client lists. 

If the agent represents someone who writes stories similar to your 

own, this might give you an edge at interesting them in your work. 

Another consideration is how well their clients are doing. Does the 

agent represent up and coming writers who are selling respected 

work? Or are all their clients dying on the mid-list, or falling into the 

work-for-hire trap?  The SFWA Directory is meant for members only, 

but librarians may obtain copies for sixty dollars through the SFWA 

web site at www.sfwa.org.  

Writer's Digest Books publishes The Guide to Literary Agents.  While 

not as good of a resource as the SFWA directory, it's much easier to 

get.  In the back is a listing of all agents who handle SF&F material. 

Cross off any agent who isn't within a train ride of New York City. 

Trust me. 

Oh, yeah, and be polite to everyone. 

http://www.sfwa.org/
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Springtime For Writers 
By Jeri-Tallee Dawson  

© 2002, Jeri-Tallee Dawson  

 

Writers are, by nature, people who tend to spend most of their time 

indoors, since most of us use our desktop computers to do our 

writing. Even handhelds and notebooks only go so far. If we are 

marginally serious about writing, there is a word count, page count, or 

a certain scene to be reached in a certain amount of time, not to 

speak of deadlines for those who write for a living.  

But look out the window! Yes, do it now. It’s spring! Blue skies, lots of 

sunshine, nature re-awakening.  Are you still inside pretending it's the 

deepest dark of winter? Let me tell you a secret: Winter will come 

back. Yes. Short, overcast days that never get quite light; rain; snow; 

cold... you get my drift. The time to be active and outside is now.  

We tend to forget that our bodies are much more than just eyes, 

brains, and fingers -- the writer’s main tools. To write well, you need 

to keep your body in condition. We all know of headaches, back 

spasms, carpal tunnel syndrome, mouse hand, indigestion. These are 

all typical maladies tied to desk jobs. It doesn’t have to be that way. 

Just half an hour of exercise two or three days a week will make a big 

difference in how you approach writing and life in general. And spring 
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is just the time to start! Or don’t you want to move, as you look 

outside and see all this loveliness developing in front of your window?  

One of the main concerns of writers may be that by spending time 

outside, they will lose time writing. I will try to show that it doesn’t 

have to be that way, and that your writing will actually be richer and 

livelier if you take time out to take good care of your body.  

We tend to believe that it will take a lot of effort to start exercising, but 

it doesn’t have to. Start easy. Go for a walk. Make a fixed 

appointment with yourself, your best friend, your significant other, or 

your kids to go for a walk around the block.  Or walk  along the river 

or lake, in your local forest preserve, or at another location you enjoy. 

It comes easier if you make this a regular habit, like walking every 

day for 15to 30 minutes, or walking on Monday, Wednesday, and 

Friday at a certain time. Making it a compulsory date leaves less 

room for you to debate whether you’re in the mood or not on a certain 

day. Chances are you’ll feel a lot better after the walk than you did 

before. But don’t take my word for it – find out for yourself.  

Depending on your personality, you may want to take your writing 

with you on your walk. I’m not talking of literal sheets of paper, but 

rather the stories in your head. Personally, I tend to look at my time 

outside as a writing time-out. This is my time. Curiously enough, by 

the time I reach home, plot knots have untangled and characters 

have come up with new ways to make my life interesting. Exercising 

can easily become a writing tool like any other.  
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Here are some suggestions that may help you to look at your 

scheduled exercise as more than a mere necessity that takes away 

your writing time. Breathe deeply as you walk. Open your eyes and 

mind to the sensations around you. How does the wind feel flowing 

over your skin? How do your muscles feel when they’re tired? What is 

it like to feel your breath move in and out of your lungs on a cold 

spring morning? A warm spring afternoon? How does the forest smell 

as you walk? What sounds do ducks make as they go about their 

business? When have you last listened to the laughter of your four-

year-old with a heart of wonder? These are all impressions that you 

will take back to the desk, and they will enliven  your writing.  

If you want to progress on your exercise, walking may develop into 

slow jogging and running, or you might  start riding a bike, start using 

inline skates, or even progress to mountain climbing. Give nature a 

chance to make an impression on you. There’s plenty of time for the 

treadmill or the indoor bike in winter.  

Try different times of day, too. How does walking and being outside at 

the crack of dawn feel? How about midday sunshine? How does it 

feel to be in the forest when it just gets dark? Can you already see 

yourself sitting down for writing with these impressions, and making 

your characters’ quest through the Forest of Darkness so much more 

vivid?  

If you have never exercised before, or not in a long time, you may 

find that your body feels sluggish and tired as you start. It may be a 

good idea to do some inside cleaning there, to get out the toxins and 
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the winter slush. Go on a veggie-only or fruit-only day. Drink plenty of 

water. If you feel you will never make it, try to imagine you’re one of 

your characters fasting. She’s freeing her mind and body of excess 

thoughts and excess ballast, as are you now. Allow yourself that 

experience on a day that you have time to actually experience it. 

Being on a fast or a total food change day when you’re in the middle 

of a stress week at work will frustrate you more than anything.  

Listen to your body as you get ready to exercise. Does it feel better to 

walk with an empty or a full stomach? Are you hungry or thirsty after 

walking? Do you feel better when you load up on carbs, or leave 

them out? Every person’s metabolism is different, and what’s most 

important is that you feel invigorated and healthy.  

If you feel you’re too tired after work, or a disability or sickness is 

keeping you from being very active, try moving a lawn chair outside 

or just in front of a window that you can open to let in some sunshine. 

Snuggle up in a nice, warm blanket and enjoy the sun on your skin. 

Breathe deeply. Doze off. Just don’t pretend it’s winter any more!  
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Fantasy 

Whither Wander You?  
The Long History Of Urban Fantasy 

By Lazette Gifford  

© 2002, Lazette Gifford  

 

Puck --  How now, Spirit!  Whither wander you?  

Fairy -- Over hill, over dale  

Thorough bush, thorough brier  

Over park, over pale  

Thorough flood, thorough fire  

I do wander everywhere...  

A Midsummer-Night's Dream  

   

William Shakespeare was far from the first writer to bring fairies and 

other magical beings into the contemporary world of his time.  In A 

Midsummer-Night's Dream, the world of magic has touched the world 

of men, and for this night all manner of mayhem occurs.  But when 

Shakespeare wrote this wonderful play, he drew on long known tales 

and tropes that his audience understood.  

Fantasy, as a genre, deals most often with magic.  Most such tales 

take place in imagined kingdoms on worlds that never existed.  
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However, in the tales of urban fantasy the magic exists either in the 

world as we know it, or can be reached from our world.   

In the first type of urban fantasy, elves cross over to the mundane 

world of our earth, as in the Serrated Edge series, co-written by 

Mercedes Lackey and several others, including Holly Lisle. They live 

in a world that is otherwise indistinguishable from ours.  In other 

books they have always been part of the world, which has evolved to 

contain both magic and mundane.  The Harry Potter Books fall into 

that category.  Those might be considered alternate history fantasies.  

The key point is that magic is part of our world as we know it.   It may 

have subtly warped our world and taken us a slight step away from 

reality, or it may be that we could walk through the cities in those 

books and never realize the difference.    

In the second type of tale we can reach the world of magic through 

some door or rift between the mundane and the magical realms.  A 

good example of these is both The Wizard of Oz and Alice in 

Wonderland books.  

Examining the new sub-genre in this light shows that it  has been a 

part of storytelling since the beginning.   Nearly every emerging 

culture has dealt with stories where the magical world impinged on 

the real. Celtic tales are rife with fey folk, from the pookas in the 

streams to the banshees riding the winds.  Native American tribes 

often have tales that link the real world with the spirit world. While not 

urban fantasy when it is part of the religious beliefs of a people, this 
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does point out that tales of links between what we perceive as reality 

and magic are not limited to fiction.  

People living in medieval times and before were more apt to accept 

the tales as true.  They lived in a world less understood than our own, 

and what couldn't be explained in rational terms was often given a 

supernatural cause.  The fey, fairies and hobgoblins lived in the dark 

woods, and the tales of human encounters filled the nights before 

books, let alone electronic entertainment, took over the role of the 

storyteller.   Only gradually did those creatures take on Christian form 

as angels and demons.  

According to Carolly Erickson, in his book The Medieval Vision: 

Essays in History and Perception (ISBN 0-19-501964-4), they did not 

view the world in quite the same way that we do:  

... the medieval world view was holistic.  But this abstruse 

term eclipses the most striking characteristic of the 

medieval perception -- the extraordinary perceptual 

significance attributed to the visionary imagination. 

This view was not limited to uneducated peasants.  The real and the 

magical impinged on one another at all levels.  Mythical creatures 

adorned the carefully illuminated pages of religious books, while the 

edges of maps the oceans were filled with such dire warnings as 

"Here abide monsters."  
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However, at least in Western culture, tales of magic gradually 

become folklore rather than accepted fact.  The story of Thomas the 

Rhymer is an excellent example of Medieval Urban Fantasy.  Walking 

through the countryside, Thomas meets a beautiful woman and begs 

her for a kiss.  For this she condemns him to seven years in the 

fairylands and away he goes with her.   In a linked tale, Tam Lin, a 

young woman wins him back.   

Despite the imaginary tales of people like Shakespeare, the 

enlightened ages of the Renaissance and Age of Exploration 

fashioned their own urban fantasy myths that still crept into common 

belief.  We find them in such tales as the ones that sent Ponce De 

Leon off in search of the Fountain of Youth.  The Quest for El Dorado 

may also be likened to an urban fantasy tale, with the belief in a city 

of gold, where people lived a life far removed from the world of 

normalcy.  

For Western Civilization, it was not educational enlightenment that 

finally banished urban fantasy to fiction books, but rather the 

ruthlessness of the Industrial Age.  Magic no longer had a place in 

the real world. Shangri-La disappeared underneath a stack of 

satellite-generated maps.  Elves, fairies, pixies and even the troll 

beneath the bridge departed unnoticed from the real world to take 

their places in the pages of books.  

With that change also came the new and burgeoning genre of horror, 

as recognized separately from the myths of earlier ages.  Horror that 

uses the supernatural as a base can be considered a form of urban 
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fantasy, since the dark creatures of these stories stalk the streets of a 

world usually otherwise indistinguishable from those of the book's 

time. 

And now this form has mutated yet again, and the vampires that had 

been solely regulated to the role of monsters are now sometimes 

being transformed into heroes for Dark Fantasy.  No longer confined 

to evil roles, they have stepped out of the shadows and helped create 

a new type of urban fantasy tale.  

When writing urban fantasy, don't limit it to the contemporary world.  

Consider the possibilities of elves with australopithecines, and 

vampires in the Old West -- which is a growing market in ebooks, by 

the way.  Consider it historical urban fantasy, and let your imagination 

run away with you.  

Like all writing, urban fantasy is neither new nor static:  It is really the 

fresh ideas that we bring to storytelling that makes all the difference.  
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Horror  

Introduction to Horror Part 3:  
Setting in Horror Fiction  

By Teresa Hopper 
© 2002, Teresa Hopper  

 

One element that is easy to overlook when writing a novel is setting.  

You’re busy trying to make your characters real and your plot 

interesting and complex, and what difference does the setting make 

anyway? 

You may not have given your story’s setting much more thought than 

which town it’ll be in, but if this is the case you’re missing a great 

opportunity to add another dimension to your work. With a little 

careful forethought, your setting can add atmosphere and originality 

to your novel.  

In its most basic element, the setting of your story is the ‘where and 

when’ of it.  Setting gives your story a context. One of the things that I 

love most about horror fiction is that it is so flexible when it comes to 

setting. If you’ve been thinking that writing horror limits you in your 

choice of where and when, think again, for as I’m going to show you, 

with horror you can turn your hand to almost anything.  

The increasingly popular device of alternative history is a great way of 

coming up with an original setting. You might not think of alternate 
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history as having anything to do with horror fiction, but Laurell K. 

Hamilton has used it with great success in her very popular Anita 

Blake vampire hunter novels. Although set in our world and time, the 

difference is that ghosts, monsters, and demons are real, known 

about by everyone, and that vampires have been made legal citizens. 

Another popular novel is 48 by James Herbert, set in a post World 

War II London where Hitler has released a deadly blood disease that 

has killed most of the population. The Second World War seems to 

be a fertile ground for alternative historians, but you can twist any 

historical event into the basis for your story.  

Another major setting choice is the time period your story is set in. 

The majority of horror fiction on the shelves in bookstores is set in the 

present day, but that doesn’t mean that it’s the only option available. 

Many writers have experimented with horror set in different times 

than our own. Anne Rice has written books set in various times 

including ancient Rome, ancient Egypt, and Renaissance Europe; 

Paul Docherty has written horror stories set in the mediaeval world; 

Tom Holland sets his horror in various time periods.  

You may wonder how you write realistically about a time that you’ve 

never experienced - don’t all the writing books advise you to write 

about what you know? They do, and that’s fine if you want to write 

about your hometown, but not so great if you want to set a horror 

story in the last days of the Byzantine Empire. In this case you have 

to learn about your setting by research, and lots of it. Go to your local 
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library or bookstore, or search the Internet, and you will find 

references detailing almost any time period or historical event.  

Another element that can have a dramatic effect on your story is the 

location that you choose. As humans, we connect places strongly 

with emotion, and writers can make the most of this. We have 

preconceived ideas of what places are like; for example the American 

deep south brings to mind hot sweaty nights and the mystery of 

voodoo; deserts bring to mind bleakness, danger, and heat and the 

insignificance of man compared to the landscape. These are, of 

course, mostly stereotypes, and I’m not suggesting for a minute that 

you stereotype your setting.  If you either know your location or have 

researched it well, you can show what the place is really like. But be 

aware that these emotional connections exist, because they give you 

an extra tool - it is easier to surprise your reader if you already have 

an idea of what they are expecting.  

Which brings us on to the next point about setting and how it can 

relate to your story – you can set it in what I will call ‘often used’ or 

‘unusual’ locations for horror. The expected ones are obvious – a 

haunted house, a graveyard, or a castle.  These kinds of locations 

are often used and are very familiar to fans of the genre. I personally 

love these kinds of creepy settings, and there is a reason they are 

classics – they evoke a sense of dread before you even start with the 

ghastly goings-on, and this gives you a helping hand creating the 

mood and atmosphere. The down side is that these locations have 

already been over-used, and you will find it more difficult to to 
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surprise and shock your reader.  This is one of the most important 

aspects of horror; it’s hard to scare a reader if they know what is 

coming next. That’s not to say that you shouldn’t use these locations, 

but bear in mind what has been done before, and try to use the 

location in a new way, giving it your own twist.  

The ‘unusual’ locations are the ones that you don’t normally associate 

with horror – an office building, or a playground. These kinds of 

settings haven’t been used as much, and your reader doesn’t go in 

knowing what is going to happen next. When the horrid and 

unexpected happens, the shock value is all the greater, and to my 

mind much scarier. The downside to this kind of setting is that you will 

have to work harder to create a scary mood.  However, don’t be 

afraid to attempt it, because if you succeed, it will be much more 

effective.  

A similar situation exists with setting your horror during the day or the 

night. Traditionally, the action in horror stories happened during the 

night, as it is so much easier to create fear when your character is in 

a deserted house in the middle of the night than when they are 

standing in bright sunshine. But again, this is a bit of an over-used 

formula, and writers are increasingly setting their horror during the 

day as well. Sometimes it is unavoidable to have all the action during 

the night, as with vampire stories for example, but I think it's good to 

avoid, wherever possible, the situation where the bad things happen 

at night and your characters are safe by day. If you want a good 
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example of how to create a scary scene during the day, read The 

Shining by Stephen King, which has a number of such scenes.  

I hope that you can now see how important setting can be to your 

horror story, and how much a good setting can add to it. So next time 

you get a story idea, spend a little time on your setting, and your 

manuscript could be all the stronger for it. 
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Mystery 

Mysteries: Rules of the Genre  
By Kay House 

© 2002, Kay House  

 

Dorothy L. Sayers and the Detection Club wrote the rules that now 

define mystery and detective fiction.  Other authors, among them S. 

S. Van Dine,1[i] proposed their own sets of rules, but the Detection 

Club rules were unusually good.  They struck an elegant balance 

between intellectual integrity and artistic license.  This, combined with 

the prominence of the Detection Club members as crime authors, 

appears to have made them the defining force of the genre.  

Hercule Poirot, Father Brown, and Lord Peter Wimsey all owe their 

existence to Detection Club members.  Wimsey, of course, is Sayers' 

creation.  Hercule Poirot came from the fertile mind of Agatha 

Christie, and G. K. Chesterton wrote the Father Brown mysteries.  

Sayers and Chesterton wrote detective stories to support their more 

scholarly work.  Agatha Christie reigned as the queen of crime fiction 

for more than twenty years.  Despite the fact that their mysteries fell 

into the mystery sub-genre now called "cozies,"2[ii] their combined 

                                                 
1[i] S. S. Van Dine was the pen name of Willard Huntington Wright. 
2[ii] "Cozies" give the reader a "cozy," comfortable sort of feel, whether they are set in a small town or 
upper crust London.  They are distinct in tone from the seedier feel of many professional private detective 
stories.  The detective need not be an amateur, but the gritty atmosphere of the Raymond Chandler 
"slumming angel" is absent.  Rita Mae Brown's mysteries are "cozies;" Sue Grafton's and Sarah Paretsky's 
are not.  Rex Stout's work probably occupies the line between.  Within the brownstone, all is cozy; outside, 
Archie (and occasionally Wolfe) deal with the harsher realities of life. 
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eminence, together with the support of the rest of the club, 

established a pattern for the entire mystery and detection genre.   

In 1928, the Roaring Twenties were nearing an end.  World War I 

was over, and the Great Depression was not yet in sight.  Writer 

Anthony Berkeley3[iii] felt a need to socialize and talk shop with other 

detective writers.  He suggested to Sayers, Christie, Chesterton, and 

others that they and other crime writers dine together from time to 

time, and these meetings became regular.4[iv]  By 1930,5[v] the 

meetings had become the Detection Club, and the effects of the 

Great Depression had begun to make themselves felt worldwide.  

The Detection Club started publishing collaborative works to raise 

money for their meeting place.  The first of these, Behind the Screen, 

was a radio serial.  It aired in the summer of 1930.  

Sayers appears to have drafted the Detective Club's initiation 

ceremony.6[vi] During the ceremony, new members take oath that 

they will abide by the club's rules for detective fiction.  All four rules 

are included in the oath.  First, detectives must solve their cases by 

                                                 
3[iii] Berkeley typically wrote under pen names, and is the author of Malice Aforethought, Jugged 
Journalism, Before the Fact, and The Poisoned Chocolates Case, among other works.  Much of Berkeley's 
work is out of print at present, but copies are available through used book networks. 
4[iv] Brabazon, p. 143. 
5[v] The website of Professor Sarah J. Greenwald was tremendously helpful.  It includes a page on the 
Detection Club's publications (http://www.cs.appstate.edu/~sjg/detectionclub.html), which, taken together 
with the Brabazon biography and Professor Gillies' web page (see note 7 below) enabled me to piece 
together the probable evolution of the Detection Club from an informal dinner group to an established club.  
Professor Greenwald's discussion of the questions surrounding the date of the club's establishment was 
crucial to this effort.  Greenwald is an Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Appalachian State University 
in Boone, North Carolina.  Her primary research interest is Reimannian geometry. 
6[vi] James Brabazon notes on page 144 of his authorized biography of Sayers, that the Club's initiation oath 
is written in her style, and further notes the existence of a complete copy of the oath in Sayer's handwriting 
with strikeouts and other alterations suggestive of the work of drafting.  James Brabazon, Dorothy L. 
Sayers: a biography, ISBN 0-380-58990-7 (New York, 1982) 
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using their wits.  (Authors must refrain from using divine revelation, 

coincidence, and the like.)  Second, the oath forbids concealing any 

vital clue from the reader.  Third, authors promise that gangs, super-

criminals, trap doors, and similar contrivances will be used only with 

"seemly moderation."  Finally, poisons unknown to science are 

forbidden.7[vii]  Club members apparently took the rules fairly 

seriously.  Sayers' draft wished pages swarming with misprints and 

continually diminishing sales on those who broke faith.8[viii]  

Despite the horrible punishments wished upon violators, the Club's 

rules were far less restrictive than those proposed by S. S. Van 

Dine.9[ix]  He listed twenty rules, including an absolute ban on love 

interests.  Van Dine insisted on a solo detective -- no partnerships 

allowed.  He mandated murder as the only crime worth the reader's 

time, and forbade the use of servants and career criminals as 

perpetrators.  Van Dine also considered it cheating if an apparent 

murder turned out to be suicide.  Professor Mary Ann Gillies of Simon 

Fraser University10[x] lists Van Dine's rules at 

http://www.sfu.ca/english/Gillies/Engl38301/rules.htm.  

Members of the Detection Club wrote many successful mysteries in 

which they broke one or more of Van Dine's rules.  One story turns 

out to have been narrated by the murderer.  Another mystery has no 

                                                 
7[vii] For complete versions of the Detection Club oath, see Brabazon pages 144 and 145, or Professor Mary 
Ann Gillies, http://www.sfu.ca/english/Gillies/Engl38301/oath.htm.  Gillies is an Associate Professor of 
English at Simon Fraser University. 
8[viii] Brabazon, p. 145. 
9[ix] Van Dine (a/k/a Wright) wrote the Philo Vance mysteries, including The Greene Murder Case, The 
Dragon Murder Case, The Garden Murder Case and others. 
10[x] Simon Fraser University is located in Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada. 

http://www.sfu.ca/english/Gillies/Engl38301/rules.htm
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murder in it anywhere.  One apparent murder turns out to have been 

a suicide.  Two or more detectives working in tandem solve several 

mysteries by Detection Club members.  Van Dine's rules are 

somewhat redundant, and the degree to which Detection Club 

members violated them with impunity is flagrant enough to incite 

speculation about a possible rivalry, or at least a touch of humor.  (In 

each of the two years before Van Dine's rules were published, at 

least one Detection Club member published a story that violated "the 

rules according to Van Dine.")  

Two rules of mystery and detective fiction are so obvious that they 

are seldom stated.  First, some mystery or puzzle must hamper the 

resolution of the story's central conflict.  The second rule applies to 

the entire broad genre of fictional mystery, detection, and suspense: 

justice must prevail in the end.   

First: no puzzle, no mystery.  The puzzle must be as essential to the 

mystery or detective story as the speculative element is to science 

fiction and fantasy.  If you could give away the answer to the puzzle 

on the first page and still have a story left, it wouldn't be a mystery.  It 

might be a good story, but it would no more be a mystery than 

replacing six guns with laser blasters can convert a western into 

science fiction.   

To differentiate the mystery from another kind of suspense story, try 

the spy story.  Here, there may be no puzzle at all; the element of 

suspense may come only from "what happens next?"  In the spy story 

we usually know that the enemy consists of one or more nations or 
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criminal groups who want to steal the secret, expose the secret, stop 

the defection, or keep the secret from the main character.  The 

conflict arises from the opposing aims of the known enemies, and the 

reader continues to turn the page to find out how the forces of justice 

prevail.  

In a mystery story, the puzzle takes center stage.  The protagonist's 

ability to resolve the main conflict must be hampered by missing 

information.  In a mystery, the main character resolves the central 

conflict by discovering the missing information -- usually by whom, 

how, and why something was done.  In Ngaio Marsh's Artists in 

Crime,11[xi] as in many other mysteries, the puzzle is "who killed the 

victim."  That is not, however, the only possible puzzle for a mystery.  

Take, for example, Marsh's Death in a White Tie.12[xii]  The central 

puzzle is not "how does the detective bring a murderer to justice," but 

rather, "how can the detective stop a blackmailer whose identity is 

unknown?"  

Second, in every story that fits into the mystery or suspense genre, 

justice must prevail in the end.  The secret in a spy story need not 

come into the hands of the protagonist's country, but neither may it 

fall into the hands of its enemies.  The spy or the detective may die, 

but the perpetrator must not escape justice.  Justice need not be 

administered in court.  The case need not end with an arrest, but the 

reader must know the solution to the puzzle, and the justice, whether 

administered privately or publicly, must seem reasonably satisfying to 
                                                 
11[xi] Ngaio Marsh, Artists in Crime, ISBN 0-515-07534-5 (New York, 1938). 
12[xii] Ngaio Marsh, Death in a White Tie, ISBN 0-515-08591-X (New York, 1938). 
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the reader.  Satisfaction here has two aspects: the amends or 

punishment must be sufficient, and it must be, at least substantially, 

brought about by the efforts of the detective(s).  If the reader feels 

that the perpetrator "got away with it," then the story may have been 

a great story, but it was not a mystery.  If the reader feels that the 

resolution happened as a result of events outside the detective's 

control, the reader feels powerless and cheated.  Mysteries promise 

their readers that justice exists, and that they have some power to 

keep things that way.  

Finally, one of the items listed in both the Detection Club's rules and 

Van Dine's rules requires emphasis and explanation.  No essential 

clue may be withheld from the reader.   

For example, before Sherlock Holmes deduces that Watson has 

come from Afghanistan, the author must provide all the clues Holmes 

observes.  The story must say that Watson's face is browned and his 

wrists pale, that one of his arms is held stiffly, that his face looks 

drawn, and that his behavior has a military air.13[xiii]  The author can 

expect readers to recognize that the likeliest explanation for a dark 

face and pale wrists is a suntan on the face.  The author can expect 

readers to realize that this tan pattern is likely to be result from 

working outdoors in the tropics or in the summer.  The author may 

assume that the reader can look it up if she or he does not know 

when British Army was engaged in Afghanistan.  The stiff arm, 

                                                 
13[xiii] Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Complete Sherlock Holmes, ISBN 0-385-00689-6 (Garden City, New 
York, various copyright dates).  This entire example is taken from the first two chapters of A Study in 
Scarlet. 
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haggard face and military bearing must not be omitted.  If they are, 

the reader feels cheated when Holmes says, condescendingly, 

"Elementary, my dear Watson."14[xiv]   

Mystery fans don't mind a spice of romance, a detective partnership, 

or an old plot device used in an original way.  Many mystery fans are 

perfectly happy if a mystery also qualifies as speculative fiction in any 

of its sub-genres.  Most of them will enjoy exotic locations and 

historical settings, but nearly all of them are reading partly for the fun 

of trying to solve the puzzle before the detective explains it.  Old 

Ellery Queen books typically had the last chapter or two sealed, with 

a notice on the front of the sealed section that the reader had now 

been given all the clues.  Many mystery fans are quite capable of 

beating the detective to the solution, and they legitimately expect the 

author to play fair in the intellectual game of providing the puzzle and 

explaining how their detective solved it.  

So, taking the written with the unwritten and combining two into one, 

we now have five rules of the genre for writing mystery and detective 

fiction.  

1-     The solution of some mystery or puzzle must be necessary in 

order to resolve the central conflict.  

2-     The detective(s) must use only their wits and skills to solve the 

puzzle, and these wits and skills must believable in the context of the 

                                                 
14[xiv] This phrase does not appear in the first two chapters of A Study in Scarlet, and is used here only as an 
example. 
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story.  

3-     No clue that is important to the solution of the puzzle may be 

concealed from the reader.  

4-     Unusual and improbable circumstances, such as super criminals, 

obscure poisons, crime rings, secret entrances, coincidences and the 

like, must be used infrequently and skillfully enough to be believable 

in the context of the story; and finally,  

5-     Justice must, in one fashion or another, be brought about by the 

action of the detective(s).   
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Poetry  

Anglo-Saxon Alliterative Epics?  
Ouch!  

By Sally Catlin 
© 2002, Sally Catlin  

 

If you grew up speaking English, you probably remember suffering 

through Beowulf in school. Being a writer, you may have even 

enjoyed it, or vaguely recall something about kennings or caesuras.  

There's a lot more to Old English poetry than Beowulf, though. The 

verse form used by the poet of Beowulf, sometimes misleadingly 

called alliterative verse, is the only form of poetry native to the 

English language. It was a primarily oral form for most of its history, 

and so it's very different from the French-influenced forms that later 

dominated English poetry.  

It's one of my favorite styles, both for plain poetry and for writing 

background verse for books. Even though the English language has 

changed almost beyond recognition in the past fifteen hundred years, 

the old poetry styles still mesh best with its sounds and stress 

patterns. Also, because the poems were usually composed while they 

were being spoken, it's suited for fast narrative composition. The style 

is really very simple. There are only three essential elements: stress 

pattern, pauses, and alliteration.  
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The stress pattern may be the most important element. Most people 

may be familiar with the formal patterns like iambic pentameter, which 

were inherited through the French. The old English stress patterns 

are much simpler. Each line is divided into two half-lines, and each 

half-line contains two strongly stressed words. For most purposes, it 

doesn't matter how many unstressed syllables there are in each half-

line, or where they are. Some more recent poets, such as Ezra 

Pound, have re-adopted this method of patterning stresses. It gives 

poems dignity and musicality without risking descent into singsong.  

The second important element in this style of poetry is the way the 

natural pauses fall in the lines. These pauses are sometimes referred 

to as caesuras; they're places where it would be natural for the poet 

to take a breath, or where a punctuation mark falls. A caesura occurs 

after every two half-lines or every four strong stresses. For some 

reason, all modern editions place the caesura in the middle of the 

line, with two stresses before and two after. Actually, in the oldest 

manuscripts, there are no line breaks at all; only the caesuras are 

marked by /. It seems more natural to me to break the lines at the 

caesuras; it's certainly more natural to write that way!  

So the poem consists of half-lines, two stresses each, with a natural 

pause after every two half-lines. The alliteration is what unifies the 

poem and pulls the half-lines together, but it's actually the least 

important element. There's much more room for poetic license here. 

Alliteration is just repetition of the first sound of words; in Old English 

poetry there are also a few standard cheats: all vowel sounds 
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alliterate with each other and with h and y; wh and w match, and so 

do s and sh. The only required alliteration is that the last stressed 

word before the caesura must alliterate with the first stress after it. If 

it's convenient, the other stress in each half-line can also match; but 

the unstressed syllables don't alliterate.  

There are as many different forms of alliterative verse as there are of 

more familiar rhymed verse. Poems can be any length, from one-line 

riddles to novel-length epics; a common variation with shorter form 

was the use of a repeated refrain, or a recurring pattern of lines with 

fewer stresses. Later poets often mixed modern rhymed stanzas with 

traditional alliterated ones, which can be very powerful if the balance 

is right.  

I encourage everyone to take time to explore a beautiful, versatile, 

simple style of poetry that does not get nearly the attention it 

deserves! 
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Romance  

Characters Romance Readers Love #1 

We Need A Hero!  
By Gena Hale 

© 2002, Gena Hale  

 

Everyone wants to know the secret to writing a great romance.  Well, 

here's one of them – romance readers love heroes.   

By genre definition, a hero is the nifty guy who gets the girl at the end 

of the story, so it should be simple to write about one.  You just create 

a big hunky muscular genius international playboy billionaire, stick 

him in an Armani suit, have him growl out some two-word sentences, 

flex as he walks across the room, and chase a breathless, virginal 

heroine around for three hundred pages.  If FlexBoy catches 

AsthmaGirl now and then, let him teach her all about mind-blowing 

sex while he whispers to her in incomprehensible 

French/Greek/Gaelic.  You'll have to beat the readers away from the 

shelves with a stick, right?  

Time to Stop Living in the Eighties  

If you write a hero modeled after FlexBoy, and if you somehow 

manage to get your novel published, today's romance readers will 
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probably come after you with pitchforks and torches.  So just toss that 

beefcake out the window right now.  

Let's start with the basics:  today's heroes are men.  Real men come 

in all shapes, colors, and sizes, and very few of them own Armani 

suits or work on their abs eight hours a day.  Most men don't have an 

IQ of 200, aren't gorgeous, or billionaires, or master the Karma Sutra.  

Men have real emotions, and they are capable of saying more than 

“Shut up” and “Kiss me.”   

Bottom line:  Men are not perfect.  Neither is today's hero.  

There was a time when you could get away with having a mega-alpha 

male hero like FlexBoy – the romance genre was practically bursting 

at the seams with them back in the seventies and eighties.  Some 

series lines, like Harlequin Presents, still like their heroes to be 75% 

alpha male.  But something interesting has been happening over the 

last thirty years – romance readers have been gravitating slowly 

toward heroes who are more realistic.  In other words, heroes who 

are more like real men.  

You Mean, I Have to Make Him A Couch Potato?  

No.  You start by giving your hero his fair share of assets and flaws.  

However, there are some flaws that are not considered acceptable in 

the romance genre, so let's eliminate those right away.  A romance 

hero is never: homosexual (past or present), a pedophile (no 

exceptions), a serial killer (rare exceptions include assassins and 
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mercenaries who kill, or anyone who has some official sanction), a 

rapist (once okay, as long as he was raping the heroine, but now a 

very big no-no), a serious substance abuser/addict (recovering or 

past is okay), a wife beater or abuser (past has been done, rarely, but 

has been poorly received by readers), obese (a little overweight is 

okay), or a coward (feeling fear is okay, cringing and/or retreating 

isn't).  

And I would personally like to meet a writer who successfully sells a 

novel featuring a couch potato hero so I can shake his or her hand.  

As a writer, you need to find the middle ground – say, someone who 

falls squarely in the middle of the FlexBoy to Couch Potato range.  

You can attack this three ways by finding that balance in the body, 

personality, and lifestyle of your hero.   

The Body 

Today's romance readers still want attractive heroes, so your 

character should have some physical characteristics that appeal to 

women – just not every single thing listed in the “What Makes a 

Hunk” handbook.  At the same time, you shouldn't present your hero 

as someone who would make the Elephant Man look like Brad Pitt.  

Again, think balance.  If you look at any gorgeous guy closely, you'd 

see obvious flaws.  George Clooney has a wrinkled forehead.  

Russell Crowe has that monster mole.  Even Brad Pitt always looks 

like he hasn't washed his hair for a week.   
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So add a little scruff to the buff – give your hero some lines and gray 

hair and battle scars.  On the latter, try to do something other than the 

standard, strategically-placed facial dueling scar (unless you're 

writing historical romance, and even there we already have an over-

abundance of ScarFace heroes).  

Sometimes a painfully not-handsome hero can shine in other ways.  

Sharpen your focus on one or two appealing assets; for example, an 

otherwise unattractive man can have great eyes, or gentle hands, or 

a wonderfully deep, soothing voice.  Draw your reader's attention to 

the little details, and they'll forgive him for not looking like Brad.  

The Personality 

A hero should be heroic, which means he can have no serious 

deviant behavior.  However, here's where you can really work more 

of those flaws – no one lives a charmed life, so let your hero carry 

some emotional baggage.  What haunts him?  What makes him 

vulnerable, or angry, or sad?  On the flip side, what makes him funny, 

or cheerful, or the life of the party?   

Remember that your readers are very interested in the emotional 

aspects of your hero, so give them what they want – and don't make 

it two dimensional by having him be a complete angel or a total 

demon.  Men can be just as emotionally complicated as women, and 

just as sensitive to life.  Let your hero find his balance by showing 

both the light and dark sides of his personality.  
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The Lifestyle 

Heroes don't have to be billionaire playboys anymore, but they should 

have some solid foundation in their lives.  This can be a job or a 

cause they are dedicated to, or a goal they intend to reach.  The 

more interesting this foundation is, the more likely it will appeal to the 

reader, so do your research, and don't make him a sanitation worker.  

Another trade secret:  if your hero's work, cause, or goals contrast in 

some way with those of your heroine, you've got automatic conflict.  

Friends and family can be another type of foundation, and today's 

heroes are usually have at least one other person in their life.  Heroes 

with extended families are generally well-received (with the added 

bonus of having a stock of cross-over characters for future novels).  If 

your hero's a loner or an orphan, give him someone – or something – 

to care about.         

The Best Kind of Hero  

Heroes are great guys.  They go through a lot for our heroines, so 

they have to be.  Yet how do you if the hero you've created is the 

best one for your novel?  

I ask myself this question every time I sit down to write a romance, 

and I answer it the same way:  would I let my daughter, or my sister, 

or my best friend marry him?  If the answer is yes, then I know I've 

got the right man.   
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Science Fiction 

The Edge of Thought  
By Bob Billing 

© 2002, Bob Billing  

 

Do you really need all that worldbuilding?  

I have an opinion, based on nearly forty years spent reading science 

fiction: to write good SF or fantasy you must build your imagined 

world in eye-straining detail. Then you must ignore it completely and 

get on with telling the story.  

Let me try to explain by using a few references from outside SF.  

Nevil Shute Norway was an aircraft designer in the 1930s, and the 

founder of Airspeed Ltd. As a hobby he wrote novels, using just Nevil 

Shute as his pen name. Most of his books are intermittently in print, 

more than half a century after their initial publication. The fascinating 

thing about Shute's fiction is that he takes readers by the hand and 

leads them into the world of pre-jet aviation. More than that, he takes 

them behind the scenes into the cockpit and the maintenance hangar.  

To do this he calls on his extensive experience in the aviation world. 

How often an engine needs to be overhauled, how it's handled and 

what tools are used, all are second nature to Shute. That's what he 

spent his working life doing,  so he has no need to do research.  
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And that's precisely why the background detail doesn't intrude into 

the story. In Round the Bend he tells the story of Shak Lin, a ground 

engineer with an interest in philosophy, who develops a new religion. 

It's a fascinating novel, one that I re-read every few years. It's a 

matter of levels. Shak Lin is trying to come to terms with his own 

ideas - and pass them on. Meanwhile Tom Cutter, who owns the 

organisation that employs Shak Lin, is trying to escape from his 

feelings about his wife's death. The book tells the story of the creation 

of the Shak Lin cult - and by implication examines the process 

through which all religions are created. Yet it tells the story in terms of 

nuts and bolts, spanners and fuel pipes, simple things that the reader 

can easily learn to understand.  

Learn is the operative word here. Shute's trick with the explanations 

of the technicalities is very simple and very effective.  

He explains nothing.  

What he does is include the characters' reactions to what is going on. 

This way the reader learns how events touch their lives and by 

implication what significance those events have.  

Shute isn't the only author to do this successful. Dudley Pope in his 

historical novel Ramage's Signal has this line: "The tower, sir. There! 

It's - well, it looks as though it's winking!"  

What the unfortunate sailor is reporting to his captain is that he's 

seen one of the first semaphore towers. It has shutters near its top 
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and they're being opened and closed to send a message to someone 

several miles away who is watching through a telescope.  

What Pope has done is describe the semaphore very lightly and then 

let the characters react to it. It's at this point, the very edge of 

thought, where the real or imagined world brushes across the 

characters' lives, that the details are interesting.  

Now let's apply this to science Fiction. In our worldbuilding, we're 

making intelligent guesses about how the future will be put together. 

We weave from thin air the politics and diplomacy, the sports and 

music, the manners and dress codes of our imagined worlds. We try 

to do it consistently, we look at how human beings have behaved in 

the past and we guess that, in similar situations, they'll behave the 

same way again. They've always made money and spent it, fallen in 

love, started fights, and kept pets. And as long as people are still 

people, they'll go on being cruel, selfish, loving, and slightly dotty. 

Nothing's going to change that.  

In a sense, a lot of our imagined future is history in fancy dress. 

That's why we can describe it very lightly and touch on cultural ideas 

that already exist in the readers' minds. Doing this well requires a 

gentle hand; it's too easy to slap in references which may mean 

nothing to many readers or to force political preconceptions into the 

story. I haven't kept a tally of how many stories start off with "There 

was this evil empire..." as their premise, but there are certainly too 

many of them. Why do empires get such bad press? Why can't 

someone have a benign empire for a change? Star Trek more or less 
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managed it with the United Federation of Planets. I suspect that it's 

because "colonisation" and "imperialism" are the current fashionable 

hate-words and that once the fashion changes again we'll have 

something else to attack.  

So if we're simply going to dress up the past as the future, why bother 

to write SF at all? Why not write historical novels and have done with 

it? To my mind there are three valid reasons for going into the future:  

First, it's possible to leave the reader's preconceptions behind. I've 

just written a story about a man and a woman who hate each other 

but are trapped in the same escape capsule when the starship they 

are on explodes. This triggered a debate in our local writers' group - 

should it be SF at all? Wouldn't it have been better to stay on Earth 

and have them trapped in an elevator or a lifeboat?  

I still think I was right to make it SF. Let's say I'd set the story in the 

1930s and dropped the hapless pair in a small boat when a 

transatlantic liner went down. At once the reader will bring to the story 

a lot of ideas about the social class of the characters, the 

blameworthiness of the captain, and the way the boat's put together. 

Take them forward a few centuries and all that disappears. I've 

changed the rules of the game; the reader knows nothing outside the 

story and is willing to go along with whatever I say.  

There is of course a temptation to say everything, rather like the 

organist who can't resist pulling out every stop. It's only too easy to 

drown the story in detail, pour in the whole design of the escape pod, 
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how its artificial gravity, life support and electronics work. In the end I 

could go down to the pipe fittings and wiring colours.  

Enough!  

I have to design in detail, get the pod clear in my mind so that I know 

what's going to work and what isn't. But all the description it gets in 

the story is that there is a radio which is broken, artificial gravity, 

some controls, two couches, and a locker with food. The artificial 

gravity's only there because zero-gravity scenes are confusing to 

read.  

The second reason for going into the future is also the reason stories 

sometimes fail completely. It's possible to introduce elements that 

simply don't exist in our world. You can have interstellar travel, non-

human intelligences, telepathy, mind-enhancing drugs, robots, and 

galactic empires.  

However, it's too easy to put so much effort into designing the future 

that leaving out even a tiny bit is utterly heartbreaking.  

So go and break your heart.  

You may suffer for your worldbuilding. The reader doesn't have to. 

Except where the future technology impinges on the characters' lives, 

you must leave it out. I've spent a few amusing evenings designing 

faster-than-light drives, looking for a little crack in the mathematics of 

relativity into which it might be possible to poke a new discovery. I've 

got pages of notes on the subject, yards of equations, all of which are 
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very useful for working out what the drive might do under various 

circumstances. But unless the plot needs this sort of detail, I simply 

don't use it.  

So why bother doing it at all? Why don't I save myself the work and 

make it up as I go along? The answer is that if I did I'd never be able 

to make it consistent. The temptation to change details in one place 

to suit the story would be too great. I have to sit down and design 

everything from buildings to spaceships in great detail. Then I won't 

touch the drawings again. The characters must take the locations as 

they find them and make the best of them. To my mind this adds a 

level of realism that "making it up as you go along" can't offer.  

The third reason for going into the future is that it's the ultimate tourist 

destination. You can take your reader to see sights that only exist in 

the eye of the imagination. The choices are endless. H. Beam Piper 

can sit a small, friendly, and very furry alien on you knee, while Anne 

McCaffrey can sit you on a dragon. Colin Kapp invites you to visit a 

planet so strange that the laws of simple arithmetic break down, while 

James Blish lifts whole cities from the Earth's surface.  

Close your eyes and open your mind. What do you most want to 

happen? What one thing does the future really need? Telepathy? 

Immortality? Time travel? What would happen if we had it? Would it 

change the way live? Or as Richard Lupoff suggested in Space War 

Blues, would human stupidity ruin it?  
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Think yourself into the changed world. Imagine the sort of people who 

live there. Ask yourself how the change would impact on their lives.  

Now start writing. And if you win the Nebula, let me know.  

There is of course another way of telling a story. Brian Lecomber 

wrote a novel with the title Talk Down, which starts off with a simple 

opening problem. A young man takes his girlfriend up in a light 

aeroplane. He gets up to cruising altitude, engages the autopilot, has 

a stroke, and passes out. The girlfriend gets on the radio and 

screams. A flying instructor in another aeroplane hears her and gives 

chase. He has a few hours to teach her to fly well enough to make a 

landing before fuel and daylight run out.  

The fascinating thing about the novel is that as the plot develops, 

Lecomber teaches the reader to fly. He shovels in technical detail 

willy-nilly, explaining it to the girlfriend as he does.  

A few years after the book came out, a passenger in a Cessna was in 

a similar predicament - the pilot suffered a heart attack.  

The passenger had read the novel. He pulled off a perfectly good 

landing at Elstree.  
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Young Adult and Children 

Writing Tight  
By Justin Stanchfield 

© 2002, Justin Stanchfield  

 

"Send us a piece that is written with a crisp, punchy style, use short, 

straight-forward sentences that adhere to the highest standards of 

journalism."  

Does this sound familiar? If you've ever sent a story to Boys' Life, it 

should. It was taken verbatim from their guidelines. And they're 

typical of what most children's magazines want. Crisp. Tight. Punchy.  

Notice they didn't say easy to read.  

Children's writing is writing. Nothing more and nothing less. But it's 

writing that needs to be focused. Focused on the characters. 

Focused on the action. It is a literature that demands every word 

carry its weight. Use every sentence as an opportunity to enforce a 

theme or establish a mood. Don't settle for clichés or hand-me-down 

modifiers. In fact, avoid modifiers whenever possible. "A big house" is 

not as evocative as "a mansion". And a mansion carries a totally 

different connotation than a castle or a manor house. Look for subtle 

shades of detail, little things that make a sentence jump out at the 

readers. Challenge them!  
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Short sentences do more than simply make the narrative easy to 

follow. Short sentences add a sense of urgency. They are like 

stepping stones, one leading to the next, inertia carrying the reader 

ever forward. A combination of complex images and simple sentence 

structure can go a long way toward making a narrative that almost 

reads itself. And don't be afraid to break a few grammatical rules 

along the way. Rules are meant to be broken.  

Right?  

Damn straight.  

Single words and sentence fragments, used judiciously, can shout an 

idea better than an exclamation point. But beware. Sentence 

fragments are like crash cymbals in a drum solo. A few of them are 

exciting. Too many are deafening.  

Another method to keep word count down while keeping the action 

taut is to use dialogue as much as possible. Not only does good 

dialogue let the characters speak for themselves, it acts to break up 

longer sections of pure narrative.  

Even the way a manuscript looks can help tighten a story. Try to 

avoid too many paragraphs of the same length, especially one after 

another. A good story looks exciting the moment it falls out of an 

envelope. Many editors say they can gauge a story before they've 

read a single word of it just by how the words are arranged.  
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Of course, the most important tool any writer has in his bag of tricks is 

a sharp knife. Write the story that needs to be written. Keep the word 

count in mind without obsessing over it. Then, with the rough draft is 

finished and all the plot elements and character issues set down 

firmly on paper, begin searching for words to cut. Be ruthless. Think 

of yourself as a surgeon cutting away diseased tissue, refusing to 

leave so much as a single unwanted cell. Look for awkward phrases 

or repetitious descriptions. Search out unnecessary adverbs and 

adjectives. Set yourself a goal of cutting the manuscript by ten or 

fifteen percent of the total word count and don't stop until you've met 

your mark.  

One trick, if you write with a word processor, is to enter problem 

words in the "Find and Replace" field. First, look for obvious trouble-

makers such as "there," "as," "of" or "like," and ask yourself each time 

the computer spots them whether they really are needed. Then 

search for "ly," and after that "ing." Chances are, many of the words 

that end in either can be eliminated.  

Finally, remember that no matter how crisp your style is, no matter 

how tight you edit, if the plot isn't equally tight then no amount of 

cutting will save the story. Keep a clear idea of where you want the 

story to go from the moment you type the first line. Start as close to 

the action as possible and never let it out of your sight. Even 

humorous stories need to be exciting. The same holds true for kids' 

novels. Just because you have fifty or sixty thousand words to write 
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instead of fifteen hundred is no excuse not to make every one of 

them count.  

Now get out there, and happy cutting!  
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Young Writers' Scene 

Using School To Enhance Your 
Writing And Your Career  

By Julia Pass 
© 2002, Julia Pass  

 

You're trying to write, but there's an annoying little voice that just 

won't leave you alone. It could be your conscience, telling you that 

you should do your homework. Or maybe you're trying to write in 

class and that annoying little voice is your teacher. Either way, you 

just can't seem to find enough time away from school to work on your 

blossoming writing career. Perhaps the problem is that you haven't 

been integrating school into your writing the way you should. There 

are many different ways you can do this, starting with figuring out 

what to do with those old papers you've kept for so long.  

What to do with all those assignments you still have  

There are many different things that you could do with those old 

school papers you never managed to throw away. Maybe you've still 

got that A-plus paper from last semester, or that paper on something 

you've always been interested in. Use them.  

For those perfect (or nearly perfect) papers, very little is needed once 

you've found a market for them. Just do a quick edit of the paper, 
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format it, and then send it off. A good grade in one place could equal 

publication in another.  

For the papers that maybe aren't quite as good, a more detailed 

rewrite is in order. Make sure that you enjoy the topic before deciding 

to rewrite a school assignment for another market. There's really no 

point in rewriting a paper that you didn't do quite as well on if you 

don't love the topic.  

Maybe not all your assignments are in formats that would be easy to 

submit. A lot of mine aren't, but that doesn't mean that the topics of at 

least some of my assignments don't intrigue me. For assignments 

that required research but no paper, it is very easy to just write an 

article for a specific market based on the research you did for school. 

This makes your job ten times easier because you don't need to 

worry about making time for research you've already done.  

Some teachers allow you to pick the topic of your assignments. For 

cases like these, pick a topic that you not only enjoy but also think 

would be easy to find a market for. Once you've written the paper, 

follow the same steps that you would for other assignment 

categories.  

School can give you more than just articles to submit. It can also 

teach you important things that can come in handy when you write or 

when you critique the writing of others. Some of the core subjects are 

especially good for this.  
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English  

English is quite possibly the most important class a teenage author 

can take. It is the study of literature, the very thing that every teen 

writer hopes to create. Although spending too much time among the 

literary critics can be hazardous to your word counts, spending a little 

time is just fine.  

One of the most important things that English class does is expose 

you to different writers and writing styles. I had thought that stream of 

consciousness had no bearing on my life, but after reading Ralph 

Ellison's Invisible Man, I realized that stream of consciousness could 

be a valuable tool. The only shorts I'm willing to send out at this point 

are stream of consciousness. Had I not paid attention in English 

class, I would never have found this gem of a writing style.  

English class and the books you study in it can also give you more 

specific examples of themes or symbols you may like to emulate in 

your own stories. For example, Invisible Man and William Golding's 

Lord of the Flies both use Freud's concept of the Id, the Ego, and the 

Super Ego as basic character types. When I was prewriting for my 

current novel, I found myself adding bits of these three essences to 

each of my characters as a way of defining them both in my mind and 

to the reader.  

Let's not forget grammar. Most of us already know how to form 

coherent sentences, but what the heck is a dangling modifier? And 

what's so bad about saying “She ran quick” or “I did good on that 
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test”? You get your point across, but the more intelligent readers will 

be quick to put your book down after a sentence like that, unless 

you've got a really good reason for it. And most reasons aren't all that 

good.  

The Social Sciences  

This conglomerate of subjects, which can include everything from 

archaeology to Russian history to economics, is also incredibly 

important. While English is like one big how-to book for writing styles 

and symbolism, the social sciences can make your worlds real.  

Let's start with history. History shows you what has been done, what 

could have been done, and what can be done. Historical times and 

places are also great for coming up with story ideas, either historicals 

or alternate histories. Many fantasy worlds are also based on certain 

periods in history, mainly the medieval period. Taking good notes in 

class can make your job easier when it comes time to do more 

research for your stories.  

For those who want to write in their own worlds without a mention of 

Earth, there are other classes that may be of more use. Many schools 

have psychology and anthropology courses that can help a writer 

think about the way humans live and think. Archaeology, which can 

be part of an anthropology course, is the study of how past societies 

lived.  
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Biology  

Biology is a more specific subject than just “English” or “Social 

Sciences,” but it's a huge topic by itself without including the other 

sciences. Biology determines what you look like, how you move, and 

who you are.  

With a working knowledge of basic biology, you can create creatures 

that aren't just copies of Earth animals. You can come up with unique 

ways to make them move and act.  

Knowledge of anatomy can also help. Courses in anatomy aren't as 

common as courses in biology, but if you find one, you should 

definitely take it. Once you've created your creatures, you've got to 

have interesting ways to wound them in case they get in a fight. You 

can also use your knowledge of anatomy to hurt your human 

characters.   

These courses are hardly the only helpful ones you can take, but 

they're some of the more important ones. Although everything a 

writer knows can be story fodder, these courses can be huge helps 

for the writer just beginning to build a world.  

Julia C. Pass is a junior moderator at HollyLisle.com. She 

currently lives in Silver Spring, Maryland, and is hard at 

work on her fantasy novels. 
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Web Review  

Making the Connection 
Writer's Digest Web Site  

 Reviewed by J. Harlowe 
© 2002, J. Harlowe  

 

Many established magazines refuse to make the leap to the 

worldwide web. Those that do are often unable to transition their 

strengths from the printed page to the virtual one, and become little 

more than an advertisement for their print counterpart. Writer’s Digest 

not only makes the leap, but demonstrates how to do it right. Those 

familiar with Writer’s Digest (the magazine) will feel at home at 

writersdigest.com (the website).    

Always focused on improving writing skills, the WD web site shares 

the same mission as the magazine, but with a recognition of both the 

power and the limitations the web format represents. The designers 

clearly realize their readers are poised in front of a keyboard and are 

ready to work. The articles chosen for inclusion on the web seem 

shorter than the standard magazine articles, and the result is an 

almost subliminal urge is to use those suggestions immediately!    

Links are plentiful as well, with a combination of longer articles and 

short tips, as well as market information, Q&A archives, and message 

boards. The site is actually a well-provisioned chest of treasures, 

http://www.writersdigest.com/
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featuring the expertise and insights offered every month by Writer’s 

Digest magazine in an interactive online format.    

Let’s take a quick look around the site and see what jewels we can 

find!   

Writer’s Digest has always had two goals for their readers, and these 

are summed up by the first links at the site: Write Better and Get 

Published! Joining these links are two others, Getting Creative and 

Finding Resources. Each is a doorway to three short articles that help 

the writer achieve their goals, a quick look at troublesome grammar 

points, or a guide to markets.  Another section offers an item on 

building story lines, drawn from the pages of a book on the subject. 

Each section offers the searcher enough to keep them interested, but 

not too much to carry back to the base camp!    

The site also delves into the five major markets that WD has always 

addressed: Fiction, Non-fiction, Children’s, Poetry, and Screenwriting. 

Each section offers at least two  articles with a specific skew toward 

the topic in question.   

Of course, WD has always been about resources for writers. There’s 

links there as well, with writer’s guidelines, contests, and 

conferences, as well as connections to books, magazines and 

forums.  There are also quick links that greet you each time you enter 

writersdigest.com. Who could resist checking the links to Market of 

the Day, or a Tip of the Day to improve your skills? There’s also a 

Writing Prompt to get you started pounding the keys!   

http://www.writersdigest.com/
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As long as we are touring the site, we do need to mention that this is 

clearly Writer’s Digest, and the site follows the magazine in many 

aspects. This includes the blurring of the line separating promoting 

the writer and promoting the company. Every page has an invitation 

to a course, workshop or book sold by Writer’s Digest. They are not 

obnoxious, like many ads online are, but be aware they are also not 

clearly an advertisement. Until you become use to the design, you 

may pursue what appears to be a link to an article on improving your 

writing, only to find it is actually an invitation to purchase a course or 

a book. They are not bothersome, and there is no “trap” intended or 

implied. Simply back out and go on – unless of course you want the 

item. They’ll be more than happy to sell it to you. Speaking as 

someone with numerous Writer’s Digest books surrounding me, their 

books are worth the price. Understand, too, that the promise of the 

web is only fulfilled if companies can achieve income from the web.    

Also, don’t overlook the emailed newsletters offered by the WD 

website. Most writers will find at least one that strikes their interest, 

and you will not be disappointed in the results. Each newsletter cuts 

to the heart of the issues, and offers readers enough information in 

the newsletter to refresh you on a busy day, and provides a reminder 

to visit the site again.   

I’m certain you have found websites you enjoy, but they don’t change 

often enough to keep your interest, or you simply forget to return in 

the busy day-to-day world of competing attractions. Writer’s Digest 

brings the strength of the monthly magazine to the web, and 
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leverages those resources to keep their website freshly stocked with 

information that all writers can use. The website compliments, rather 

than replaces, the magazine. Visit www.writersdigest.com  and see 

how a successful magazine makes the web work for their readers.    

http://www.writersdigest.com/
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Book Review  

Good Bones and Simple Murders 
By Margaret Atwood  

 Reviewed by Jim Francis 
© 2002, Jim Francis  

 

While Margaret Atwood's little book Good Bones and Simple Murders 

(published 1994; ISBN 0-385-47110-6) is, strictly speaking, not a 

book on writing, it contains many pointers for writers. It appears to be 

a collection of her writing exercises, which the blurb inside the front 

cover says defy easy characterization.  

To reach a point in a writing career when a book of writing exercises 

can be published (and not recognized as such) must be gratifying. 

Perhaps it can teach us about the way this Booker Prize winner 

hones her writing skills.  

For instance, in the chapter "Unpopular Gals," she turns the fairytale 

world upside down by writing from the viewpoint of the bad 

characters. The viewpoint character of the "Ugly Sister" proclaims her 

true love for the prince, and her hatred for the lovely one, who has 

only the attribute of beauty and need do nothing but sit around and be 

adored. The Wicked Witch from Hansel and Gretel threatens to sue 

for libel. After all, the children were abandoned as an offering; at least 

that's her story and she's sticking to it. A lot can be learned from an 
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"Evil Stepmother," who complains about her bad reputation but says, 

"You can wipe your feet on me, twist my motives around all you like, 

you can dump millstones on my head and drown me in the river, but 

you can't get me out of the story. I'm the plot, babe, and don't you 

ever forget it." In those few words, if you think about them, you have 

a view of Ms. Atwood's thoughts on that slippery beast, the plot.  

She takes commonplace tales and turns them on their heads. In "The 

Little Red Hen Tells All," she gives amusing thoughts from the Red 

Hen's point of view. Further on, Gertrude, Hamlet's mother, says her 

piece. In the chapter "There Once Was," we find a backhanded slash 

at political correctness in describing character. She starts, "There 

was once a poor girl who..." and then gets into argument with herself 

on the various aspect in the statement. "What color? Black, white, 

red, brown, yellow? -- I've had enough of white. Dominant culture this 

etc," and rips the whole statement apart.  

She presents her insights on gender and genre. Men's novels are 

about men; women's novels are also about men. Men's magazines 

have women's bodies on the cover; women's magazines have 

women's bodies on the cover. Her thoughts on women's novels delve 

not only into subject matter and her reading preference, but also the 

phraseology used and the kind of words she says "I go mad for."  

The woman wanders into even stranger areas. Dead tree stumps in 

the water become wild aquatic animals waiting to snare unsuspecting 

boaters, and in their turn can be caught, butchered, and stored in the 

freezer. She includes a hilarious chapter, a take-off on women's 
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magazine articles, on "How to make a man from scratch." She calls 

the product something "practical and decorative to have around the 

house. Five methods of creation are given from traditional to the folk 

art."  

This is not a book on writing, but a book in which Atwood reveals how 

she mines her brain for its understanding of fiction, on how it begins 

and where it goes. She does not attempt to wonder about the why of 

fiction, leaving that  to the reader. She has a chapter in praise of 

stupid women. Why? Because they make good characters. And also 

because they give rise to good complications.  

Her view on the "topic" of the female body: "I get up in the morning. 

My topic feels like hell."  

She gives her view of humans from the point of view of The Planet of 

the Moths. "Liking Men" is said to be possible if only the effort is 

made. With an imaginary short love affair with Raymond Chandler 

she explores the seamier side of a woman's character.  

The book is enjoyable, puzzling, and deeper than can be revealed by 

a fast glance. It's a book full of nuances and hints recognizable by 

another writer as being dredged from deep inside the author's mind. 

What is to be made of three pages of thoughts brought on by the 

contemplation of a piece of bread, or three pages contemplating the 

blank, white page that confronts all authors? And the thoughts on the 

Angel of Suicide; is that angel the companion of all writers? She has 
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also dug from within for thoughts on dying and death. There are 

thoughts on "Good Bones" that behave badly and ache.  

No, not a book on writing, but a book by an award winning writer 

(including two Canadian Governor General Awards) that should 

interest writers and help them to understand their art.  

Margaret Atwood is the author of more than twenty-five books and 

now has a book out on writing. The title Negotiating with the Dead is 

a reference to departed authors. I await it with some trepidation, 

wondering whether or not it will spur me on to greater efforts.  
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Meet the Moderators 

Carol Stephenson, 
Romance Moderator  

© 2002, Carol Stephenson  

 

A workers' compensation insurance defense attorney by day, new 

Romance Moderator Carol Stephenson burns the midnight oil as she 

writes romance novels. Surviving the daily legal gridiron doesn't 

compare, though, to Carol's accomplishment of selling her first book 

to Harlequin Enterprises in May 2001.  

Born in Columbus, Ohio, Carol learned to love books at an early age 

as a result of her parents' nightly ritual of reading to her. The die was 

cast, though, when she was eleven, when her mother introduced her 

to the gothic romances. Her love of reading naturally led her to 

writing, from her first booklet at age four --"Robbie The Robot"-- to 

poetry and short stories in high school and college. However, it was 

the movie "Star Wars" that crystallized her dream to be a storyteller of 

novel length fiction.  

In pursuit of serious writing, she joined the Romance Writers of 

America (RWA) and Florida Romance Writers (FRW) in 1992. Then 

in 1996 she won her first prestigious award, The Maggie. Other 

writing awards followed, including the Emily. It was this award that led 

to Silhouette's request for her manuscript NORA'S PRIDE. On May 
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22, 2001, at 3:00 p.m., Carol's agent called with the news that 

NORA'S PRIDE would be a Silhouette® Special Edition. Since that 

moment, Carol has been living her dream come true.  

Bitten at a young age by the community involvement bug, Carol has 

served as President of FRW and on numerous committees for RWA. 

She was RWA's 2001 Bylaws Chairperson and was thrilled and 

honored to receive the 2001 RWA Service Award.  Her articles on 

writing have appeared in numerous RWA chapter newsletters, 

including in Australia.  

As her six basic soul food groups are romances, country music (long 

live George Strait!), movies, photography, travel, and a good cup of 

tea, into her nonexistent spare time she crams travel with her trusty 

35 mm camera in one hand and tea bags in the other. Ports of call 

have included Alaska, Acadia National Park, the Grand Canyon (both 

sides), Italy, and Canada. Carol also explored her roots in college 

when she attended the Vanderbilt-in-England program at Leeds 

University, Great Britain; she joined the Youth Hosteling Society and 

hiked all over the countryside of her ancestors.  

Carol lives in South Florida with two cats that condescended to adopt 

her as their owner and a cranky cockatiel.  For-fun-writing projects 

include a romantic legal thriller, a contemporary Arthurian series, 

women's fiction and, spurred on by her pal Sheila Viehl, a first 

attempt at science fiction.    
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However, Carol's greatest goal in writing always remains the same: to 

write novels that touch people's hearts.  She is currently working on 

the second book in the McCall sisters series.  Her debut book 

NORA'S PRIDE will be in bookstores April 30th.  
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Forward Motion 

So Much More Than  
Free Writing Classes 

By Bethanny Davis  
© 2002, Bethanny Davis  

 

I came to Forward Motion for the free writing classes. In the August 

24, 2001 edition of Writing World (http://www.writing-world.com), 

Moira Allen included a blurb about the free writing classes at 

www.hollylisle.com.  In that blurb, Moira listed some of the scheduled 

classes, including "Writing for Children and Young Adults," "Plotting," 

and "Writing Love Scenes in All Genres." I thought it sounded too 

good to be true. Someone out there was actually willing to teach 

these classes for free? There had to be a catch. Perhaps there was a 

membership to buy first. But it couldn't hurt to check it out, so I did.  

What I found was far more than free writing classes. I found dozens 

of helpful articles, a chat room, and message boards where writers 

could discuss problems with their work, share their goals and 

victories, and rant about the things that bothered them regardless of 

whether it had anything to do with writing. I found back issues of 

Vision to be downloaded and read, all packed full of useful 

information. My first thought when I opened that first issue of Vision 

was, "Wow. She could easily charge for this."  

http://www.writing-world.com/
http://www.hollylisle.com/
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There was even an e-book about writing. And all of it was free. I felt 

like I had stumbled into paradise.  

I read every article on the site. I started hanging out in the chat room, 

posting messages to the boards and attending classes, including a 

plotting class taught by Holly Lisle. The message boards quickly 

became one of my favorite parts of the site. Unlike chat, the message 

boards are permanent, so everyone has a chance to see the posts 

and respond.  You can take all the time you need to post a well 

thought-out reply.  

You can ask for help with a problem and get several different 

responses. Some may completely contradict one another, which is 

great because it shows that what works for one person might not 

work for another.  

I check the main discussion board almost daily. I also like reading the 

rants board. It often makes me think about things I wouldn't even 

have noticed otherwise. I have found the word count board and the 

organization board helpful at times too. I also enjoy hanging out in the 

chat room.  

It's nice to be able to talk in real-time with the other writers in the 

community. I can be a little shy though, so sometimes I listen a lot 

more than I talk.  

One day, not too long after I found the site, I met Andi in the chat 

room and she introduced me to June. We all live in the same area, so 
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we met for lunch. I not only had a wonderful time, but also made 

some new friends and got a quick lesson in plotting.  

Why am I telling you this? Because to me, it demonstrates what Holly 

Lisle's Forward Motion (www.HollyLisle.com ) is all about -- 

community. It's about making friends and sharing our knowledge and 

experiences to help one another improve our writing and reach our 

goals, whatever they might be.  

  

http://www.hollylisle.com/
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Good News from Forward Motion 
 

Holly's latest book is just hitting the stands!  If you 

can't find it order it from your local book stores!  (This 

is better for authors than ordering on-line -- it keeps 

their numbers up where they count!) 

 

  

Cover work for Holly's new novel, Vincallis the 
Agitator 

Look for it in bookstores now! 

Holly Lisle's acclaimed trilogy THE SECRET TEXTS is 

the epic adventure of heroes battling a resurrected evil that had 

nearly destroyed the world a millennium before. Now Holly Lisle take 

readers back to the days of that ancient apocalypse -- and to the 

decadent heart of a fantastic, doomed empire . . .  

Glory of the Dragons 

Based on a science of sorcery called Dragon magic, the Hars 

Ticlarim is a miraculous place of mansions built on clouds and 

gardens blooming diamonds beneath canopies of captive stars. But 

this incomparable beauty hides a dark core: Dragon magic draws its 
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power from the agony of slaves who are killed for sorcerous fuel. And 

for three thousand years, no one has dared question the empire's 

inhuman cruelty . . . until now. 

 

Wraith, a boy with an uncanny power, seeks the art to foment a 

revolution within the Hars Ticlarim. Solander, a brilliant young mage, 

believed he has discovered a totally new form of magic. Luercas, a 

sadistic noble, will commit any crime that furthers his ambition. All 

three are clever, resolute, driven -- and naive. For they challenge the 

rulers of a globe-spanning power that has endured for millennia -- 

rulers who will do anything to stay in power forever . . .  

Holly Lisle's current books -- on the stands now!  

 

 Moderator S. L. Viehl has two new Releases:  

• Dream Mountain (writing as Gena Hale) 10/10 published by 

Onyx (NAL)  

• Shockball (StarDocIV) 11/09 published by Roc SF/F  

And has sold:  

• Melting the Iceman and two additional romance novels to Onyx 

(NAL)  

• A Matter of Consultation (AH short story) to Baen     
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Robert A. Sloan's story "Midnight Confession" appeared in SIGIL 

anthology, which is available now. 

 

Julia Pass recently sold a short story, "Stalk," to Brian Knight's Dark 

Offspring anthology, which may be available in August. 

 

Fred Phillips' story "Domestic Dispute" has been accepted by Winter 

Raven magazine. 

Caroline has sold her story, Freedom is a Dragon's Egg, appearing 

now in the final Dragonlaugh edition,  April 2002 issue. 

And member Heidi announced the sale of a children's illustrated book 

to Illumination Arts, to be released in Spring, 2003.  At the moment 

untitled the story is about: 

The town of Kabbotzville is plagued by a problem. Each year, 

the Murkles lumber out of the sea toward the town. In droves 

they come, and, what's worse, they stink! But one little girl sees 

the problem differently, and helps one baby Murkle to make his 

journey. Wonderful and unexpected things happen, but soon 

this leads to a new problem... 

 
Assistant Site Host Lazette Gifford has several new pieces available 

through ezines and epublishers: 

• Seri Ember is now available at Fiction Inferno 

http://www.fictioninferno.com/
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• Intrusion, Jintsu Newsletter (about half way down the 

page)  

• Broken Wings, Alternate Realities 

The Last Days of Faneh-Thenyal 
Jintsu E-texts. 

Bittersweet and poignant, Lazette Gifford's novelette "The 

Last Days of Faneh-Thenyal" is a highly original take on the last days 

of a fading empire, and the courage of one man who dares to see 

and act beyond the ordinary repercussions of conquest.--Vera 

Nazarian,  author of DREAMS OF THE COMPASS ROSE 

Silky 

Embiid Publishing Exciting, complex and richly textured, 

with a world you'll believe and a protagonist you have to 

cheer for -- Silky is wonderful.  

--Holly Lisle, author of Courage of Falcons  

http://www.eggplant-productions.com/jintsu/feb02.asp
http://www.alternaterealitieszine.com/FS.htm
http://www.eggplant-productions.com/jintsu/etext.asp?id=5
http://veranazarian.com/
http://veranazarian.com/
http://www.veranazarian.com/
http://www.embiid.net/
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 Joining Forward Motion 
 

About the Community 

The community came into existence for several reasons. First, I 

hadn't been able to be a part of a writers' group or attend conventions 

in a few years, and knew that situation wouldn't be changing in the 

foreseeable future, and I missed the company of readers. Second, I 

am fortunate to be able to do the thing I enjoy most for a living, and I 

wanted to be able to help others who shared my obsession find their 

way to living their dreams. Third, I knew a lot of people -- writers and 

readers - - who I thought should meet each other. 

When the Internet suddenly erupted with free, easy-to-use 

community-building tools, I suddenly had the solution to bringing 

those many people together and sharing what I knew with them and 

letting them share what they knew with me and each other. 

The community has two sections -- public boards, which anyone can 

read and in most cases anyone can post to; and private boards, 

where writers can post sections of works-in-progress and receive 

critiques of them. The private areas require community membership 

and are password-protected to preserve all publication rights for each 

author's use. 
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To participate in the public boards , all you have to do is read them 

and post to them. If you create a Network54 ID, you gain the ability to 

post in HTML and use signatures; if you join the community you can 

edit your posts. But in most cases there's no requirement to do either. 

(The Rants board, due to a short-lived problem with trolls, requires a 

Network54 login to post.) 

To participate in the private portion of the community, you must 

obtain a Network54 login and use it to join the community . You will 

have to be logged in to gain access to the private boards. 

Anyone may join. Membership is free and approval is automatic. The 

excellent site moderators  can help you find your way to topics of 

interest to you, crit circles that can help you, and ongoing projects, 

challenges, exercises, workshops, articles, and contests that might 

inspire you. 

We have a good group of people in the HollyLisle.com community. 

Come look us over, introduce yourself, take part in a few 

conversations -- or jump straight into the deep water and start 

working on your book or short story. 

We're here to help you make long-cherished dreams turn into reality. 

I hope you'll join us. 

Holly Lisle 

http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/64272
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/login?action=signup&id=64272
http://network54.com/Hide/Group/3188
http://network54.com/Hide/Forum/69237
http://hollylisle.com/community/moderator-index.html
http://www.hollylisle.com/
http://hollylisle.com/community/
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Awards & Kind Words 
 

Forward Motion and Vision have  received several nice awards and 

notices.  Here are some of them: 

 

 

Our second year in a row! 

 

One of the first official notices we received was from the much-

lamented Inklings: 

A modest title for an incredible e-zine! Online in HTML or 

downloadable in PDF format, this 102-page publication is 

packed with excellent feature articles on sf/fantasy and 

other genres. It's hard to believe this is free! 
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Golden Crane Creativity Award -- given by Creativity-
Portal.com  

Golden Crane Creativity Award (GCCA) for providing free 

instructional information for arts, crafts, music, writing, and other 

creativity related topics. 

We believe that sites like yours deserve special recognition for freely 

teaching people about your craft. 
 

 

Outstanding Services to Writers Award -- given by 
WitchWords.com 

Outstanding Services to Writers Award is for sites that provide 

outstanding resources to writers.  

 

 

 
 

  

http://www.creativity-portal.com/
http://www.creativity-portal.com/
http://hollylisle.com/jpg/Award_writer.jpg
http://witchwords.com/resources/links.html#servicetowriters
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 Writer's Digest: 

 

 
 

  

 

 

"Highly Recommended" Preditors and Editors (tm) 

 

http://www.absolutewrite.com/  

Link Of The Week 

http://hollylisle.com/fm/  is Forward Motion, novelist Holly 

Lisle's website for writers. I am very impressed by the 

quality of the articles on this site, covering topics from 

http://sfwa.org/prededitors/pemh.htm
http://www.absolutewrite.com/
http://hollylisle.com/fm/
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literary agents to "going pro." And the community-- wow! 

Need a critique? Want to take a free writing class? Just 

want to dish about your favorite genre? Drop in to the 

message boards or chat room. You can also download 

free copies of all the past newsletters, and Holly's e-book, 

Mugging The Muse. That's right... free. 

 

http://www.creativepurrsuits.com/reststopnews/inde

x.html  

Holly Lisle's Vision 

Holly Lisle's bi-monthly electronic magazine, with great articles 

written by members and guests of the Forward Motion Writer's 

Community. Deemed one of 2001 Writer's Digest's 101 best sites for 

writers. Great freebies! 

 

http://www.ci.pasadena.ca.us/libraryteens/create_it.asp  

Holly Lisle's Vision (serious advice on how to write and how to get 

published, from a published fantasy author) 

http://www.creativepurrsuits.com/reststopnews/index.html
http://www.creativepurrsuits.com/reststopnews/index.html
http://www.ci.pasadena.ca.us/libraryteens/create_it.asp
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Masthead 
 

Vision is published bi-monthly and gives preference to articles 

submitted by people who belong to the Forward Motion Writer's 

Community.  Joining the community is free, and it's a great resource 

for upcoming writers. 

Guidelines for Vision 

Holly Lisle And Lazette Gifford, Publishers 

Holly@hollylisle.com 

zette@hollylisle.com 

Copy Editor: 

Beth Adele Long 

bethadele@hollylisle.com 

Vision Editors: 

If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an 

upcoming issue, feel free to drop a line to either of the editors below.  

We look forward to hearing from you! 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
mailto:bethadele@hollylisle.com
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• Lazette Gifford (zette) -- Managing Editor, Vision E-Zine  

zette@hollylisle.com  
   

• Andi Ward (Fetu) -- Assistant Editor, Vision E-Zine 

Forward Motion Moderators: 

 If you have any questions about the Forward Motion site, feel free to 

contact any of us. 

Sarah Jane Elliott, Fantasy 

Dolphin_Girl@hollylisle.com 

Teresa Hopper, Horror Moderator 

TeresaH@hollylisle.com 

Jennifer St. Clair Bush,  Poetry 

JenStClair@hollylisle.com 

Christina Stiles, RPG Development Moderator 

christina@hollylisle.com  

Anne M. Marble,  Romance 

marble@hollylisle.com 

Bob Billing, Science Fiction 

astropolis@hollylisle.com 

http://hollylisle.com/community/lazette-gifford-intro.html
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/andi-ward-intro.html
http://hollylisle.com/community/sarah-jane-elliot-intro.html
mailto:Dolphin_Girl@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/teresa-hopper-intro.html
mailto:TeresaH@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/jen-st-clair-intro.html
mailto:JenStClair@hollylisle.com
mailto:christina@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/anne-marble-intro.html
mailto:marble@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/bob-billing-intro.html
mailto:lbeagan@hollylisle.com
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Ron Brown, Suspense and Mystery 

ron_brown@hollylisle.com 

Justin Stanchfield,  Young Adult and Children  

  justinvs@hollylisle.com 

Jinx Kimmer as the new YWS Moderator 

  

Jim Mills,  Forward Motion Community 

Jim@hollylisle.com 

Copyright Information 

Vision 

Volume Two, Issue 9, May/June 

Entire contents Copyright 2002, Forward Motion E-press. 

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without 
permission is expressly prohibited, except that the entire 
issue may be freely distributed, so long as it remains 
complete and unchanged. 

  

mailto:ron_brown@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/justin-stanchfield-intro.html
mailto:justinvs@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/jim-mills-intro.html
mailto:Jim@hollylisle.com
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Guidelines 
Expanded Guidelines 

Upcoming Themes 

 

We will happily consider manuscripts from either unpublished or 

published writers – we prefer to be queried (all queries and 

manuscript submissions are handled by e-mail). We are interested in 

all facets of writing, from first- person experience articles to genre-

specific how-to’s and informational articles about your area of 

specialization – whether it be history or science or nursing or long-

distance running – and how and where your specialty can be used 

correctly by writers. Write something that will help other writers write 

better, and we’ll be interested in taking a look. 

We are a non-paying market with a 100% volunteer staff. In return for 

your work, you get as many copies of the e-zine as you care to 

download, and our sincere thanks. Your work will make a nice tear-

sheet to present when selling other work, but it doesn’t count as a 

professional market because we can’t afford to pay. 

On the other hand, the e-zine is also free. 

We use only non-exclusive serial rights; what this means is that you 

can sell your piece elsewhere before, during, or after you have placed 

it with us. We don’t mind if it runs simultaneously. However – and this 

is very important for you to keep in mind – if you place a piece with us 

that has not been published elsewhere, we will be using your First 
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Serial Rights, which means they will not be available for sale 

elsewhere. Reprint rights are harder to sell. And back issues will be 

available from the site (though not from e-zine newsstands) for as 

long as I can keep them there, as a reference to new people coming 

into the site. 

If you sell a piece elsewhere after we have accepted it but before we 

have printed it, and you need to have us pull it in order to be able to 

make your sale, please let us know immediately. We can pull a piece 

up to a few days before we go to press, but the longer you wait, the 

more difficult time we’ll have getting another piece copyedited and 

ready to fill the slot your piece occupied. 

We strive to maintain professional standards – manuscripts must be 

professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical errors 

as you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final draft 

form. We will not welcome massive rewrites of a piece after we have 

accepted it – when we accept it, we consider it pretty close to finished 

and will only request such edits as will finish it to our standards. If we 

feel that it need massive rewrites, we won’t accept it. 

For feature articles, query Lazette Gifford. For genre- or area-specific 

articles, query the relevant editor. All e-mail addresses are in the 

masthead. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Holly Lisle and Lazette Gifford 

Publishers, Vision 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
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Expanded Submission Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words, and longer is much better if your 

subject will handle it.  2000 words is the 'soft' top, and I'm willing to go 

over it if the article needs it.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a country 

that does not use US spelling conventions, let me know in the email.  

That will stop me from making several 'corrections' before I realize 

they aren't mistakes.    

PLACE YOUR TITLE AND YOUR NAME at the top of the document.  

I hate having to go search through emails, checking attachments, to 

figure whose article I'm actually looking reading.   

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman or 

Arial, 12pt.  

Double space   

Do not indent  

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf 

files, and as attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect 

allows .rtf saves, doesn't it?)  If you use Works, a regular file will do, 

although (at least in the 4.5 version I have), it also allows for an .rtf 

file save.    
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A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any italics 

like this: *before and after the section in italics*, and bold likes this: 

_before and after anything in bold._  If you cannot do attachments, 

use the body of the letter as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are doing 

a Word doc or rtf that you can use actual italics and not an underline 

to indicate italics. (This is not common submission procedure, but it's 

far easier for me since I can cut and paste to my wysiwyg web page 

editor.)   

Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites 

indicates a link, and people often send emails to say the link is not 

working.  Use italics or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s for all books reviewed.  Also, if you mention a 

specific book, and especially if you quote from it, add the title, author 

and ISBN# at the bottom of the file.  The same is true for articles -- be 

certain to cite them.   

An additional note to Word users: you should turn off the 

'smart quotes' option in Word which can be found under 

Tools-AutoCorrect and then the tabs AutoFormat while 

you type AND Autoformat.  Also uncheck the symbol 

replacement for --.  While these look really neat on the 
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screen, they translate to funny little squares that cannot 

be taken out with the 'find-replace' feature, but have to be 

hunted down by hand.  If you are submitting anything 

electronically, you will very likely hear back from the editor 

on these.  And remember -- a lot of print publishers are 

now asking for electronic copy for their end as well. 

We've been receiving some very good articles, and I hope that all of 

you look at the list of upcoming issues and choose something you 

feel comfortable with.  If you find something you'd like to submit to, 

make note of which issue it is and let me know what kind of article 

you would like to write.   

We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you 

would like to write an article on how to research romantic settings, the 

proper use of codes in spy thrillers, etc., let us know.  The Genres we 

like to cover in each issue are:   

• Fantasy  

• Horror  

• Poetry  

• Romance    

• Science Fiction  

• Suspense & Mystery  

• Young Adult & Children  

• Young Writer's Scene 
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And we are always interested in articles about the act and art of 

writing. 

Upcoming Themes for Vision: 

Here you will find ideas on what we'd like to see for each of the 

upcoming themes.  These are not definitive! They're just what we 

came up with while brainstorming, ideas that we hope will spur your 

own ideas. We want to see what you come up with; if you want to 

take something straight from the list, that's great. If the lightbulb goes 

on and you think of the perfect article for the issue, that's even better. 

And if you want to write an article that doesn't fit any of our themes, 

but is about writing, write that, too. Along with the theme articles, we 

ALWAYS need articles about all aspects of writing. 

This is our list of themes and our ideas for what might go in them: 

Animals in Fiction 

(July/August 2002) (Submission Due Date: June 1, 2002) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

• Cats and Mysteries  

• Dogs and Romances  

• The Animal Protagonist  

• Avoiding Cute Animals  

• Writing Horses Right  
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• Telepathic Horses, Cats with Hands, Talking Dogs; 

Animals and the Fantastic 

Marketing Your Work and Yourself 

(September/October 2002) (Submission Due Date: August 1, 2002) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

Putting up a web page, going to conventions, meeting other writers, 

marketing locally, marketing on the Internet, bookstore signings 

Art In Fiction; Art AS Fiction 

(November/December 2002) (Submission Due Date: October 1, 
2002) 

For this issue, we hope to see something like . . . 

• Writers as Protagonists  

• Art as Science  

• When Does It Have to Be Perfect?  

• Fantasy -- How they Dance and Sing in Isk Kahsherei  

• Can Genre Fiction Be Art?  

• Painting with Words 
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